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keen Parisian life came to I she had been the sharer of a noble’s title,
circles
bred for a
inner
the
.stricken
woman
knew
that
no
the
was used for
hope but, by tin* great hoop snakes. I'll show them that your parents to me. you had better go and live
general crops;
>f years ol more, for their size. The seed-plats
lint the genius of the Corsican, striding was left for her but in the
widow of the victim lleauthe
look
upon
or
eonoil which she expressed her
the top or extra grain being carefully
pity
they have not only capital to oppose 'hem. hut an with them at once
N an agai. setts a re a well teslei I
breed, and sorted each year, to be again sown for harnais as a woman of political influence. on to its splendid goal, condemned her science of her husband. She implored iron will and an indexible nature tlui* but laughs intention to start for her father's house. She
are hard to beat.
opened the door, and as she was in evening dress,
he ex
About this time the figure of Napoleon to the doom of royalty.
him with tears and sobs to spare her. at obstacles. Where is the banquet h ill
future seed. Thus he always had none
he placed his overcoat on her shoulders to prevent
claimed, abruptly.
In starting a lioek, we have
In this campaign of Italy the true char- As well
invariably hut the best and most mature seed for llonaparte was seen to advance from the
might she have prayed to stone.
her catching cold. On the following morning lie
•This way." replied the clerk pointing.
Sid till nest success with these birds. It
of France’s military chiefs, acter of lionapai'te began to reveal itself In that black hour of woe what balm was
rank
foremost
-I
will
to
an
natural
extra
and
obtained
wants, sent a change of clothes to his wife: hut on the
proceed
appease my
sowing,
always
Till
then
bad
men
takes a little mure capital to start the ononly there for her in the care Napoleon had and then—" ami the cadaverous man nodded his servant arriving with them at the house of the
and stand, as it were, alone before the to the world.
price from others, tor seed from his fields.
parents, it was discovered that nothing had been
so, but a year in time, and advan- Hut his own selected seed for these seed- nation. Ilis life was in the very flower of known of him that he was a skilled art'll'
taken of her son and daughter, the chil- head gloomily, and started for the dining room.
seen there of Mine. Frumpourmois. All hf* friends
sir." said the clerk, politely.
‘•Beg
-a
pardon,
ol seeing the stock, and
a leader of dash and spirit, a cool,
held
the
he
lerist,
Not
dren
de
of
the
brave
Beauharnais?
The
twenty-seven yet,
knowing plats could not be bought at any price." youth.
were visited, hut in vain ; no trace of her could he
"Sir V exclaimed the lank man
stopping.
rat sort ol birds are
At length they resolved to go to the
brilliant rank of a general of the line. resolute and ready soldier. The task be- daughter, llortense, as wife of Louis Bofound.
-We always require pay in advance from strung
likely to be raised,
to
was
lead
a
in
him
an-gamed. We have now conscientious
since
fore
weary naparte and Queen of Holland, was bound ers." continued the clerk.’
morgue, and on entering that sinister looking
Italy
Only ten years had passed away
M. Frampourmois saw the body of his
clothJ"
building
food
and
in
almost
with
advance
screamed
the
thin
•Pay
i""iltry breeders, who have given years
It was a little hard on the boy, for he this grave young Corsican concluded in army, ill-supplied
up with the family to whom Napoleon’s man.
-why. I'll buy your little insignificant hotel !' beautiful young wife lying exposed on one of the
weak delay, will was law. That
tin study of their business, and when meant well and had a sincere admiration the
ol
and
his
Paris
discouraged
by
school
at
ing,"
study
slabs.
son,
marble
military
Eugene, viceroy
"It isn't for sale,” replied the clerk, .firmly, -litty
buy their birds we leap the advanta- for the girl. They were sitting at the tea- the art of war, and joined an artillery against forces of full double its strength. of Italy, and servant, heart and soul, to cents, please.
-*'s ol their
from
shrink
did
not
'Hie
“Give me that satchel,” said tin* tall man. in a
Ilis
of
in
table
with
a
and
as
as
sub-lieutenant.
boy-general
was
the
man
senOne of the young men at Milt'onl. Kentucky,
scanty
long experiences. [American
the
others,
company
who,
Napoleon,
regiment
tgrieulturist.
he passed her the sugar he murmured in pay was supplemented by an annual al- what chilled the hearts of veteran gray- ate of France, spoke in favor of divorcing voice of condensed rage. "Let me get out of this I sat clown the other day and wrote on the hacks of
He put his men in heart by the his mother, on the ground that “the Em- one horse tavern I've traveled from Maine to j a couple of postal cards. Then he turned them
an undertone, “Here it is, sweet, just like
lowance of some fifty pounds from the beards.
California, and this is the first time an upstart of a
over ami directed them, but by some mischance
force of a magnetic genius, and, moving peror's will must he obeyed.” Hopeless hotel clerk ever said
uncle.
I:.- largest
was a little awkThe
of
a
clerical
This,
e\vr
you.”
luauufaetured
compliment
great
has
bounty
pay in advance. Let me out placed the address on the wrong cards. The result
plow
just
en made at a
air stifles me/’
was the shirt manufactory in New York got a very
faetory in Stockton, California. ward, to he sure, but he meant it, and it slight as it was, enabled the rigidly frugal masses of troops; from place to place, in and helpless, the rejected wife gave way. —the
He grabbed his satchel and strode rapidly and polite invitation to
!,i«»ld <»;tr* 1 is
eight feet long from the point seemed more than cruel when in a mo- youth to move about with tolerable ease spite of every obstacle, with a rapidity l’ope I’ius the Seventh refused to give
go carriage riding somewhere
the end
out
of
the
It is designed for work in tho tales,
oiliee.
Soon
after
lie
was
seen
on
the Milford pike, while the young man's girl
ment later she had occasion to pass the of pocket in the social circles visited by
by previous exploits of war, his sanction, but a subservient senate fiercely
unparalleled
ad cuts a furrow
a dinner from a house in Middle street.
inches
was
made
frautie
wide.
begging
The
thirty-eight
by receiving the following:—
butter to him, she drawled, “Here it is, his comrades. Peace gave no opportunity and bewildering to the faculties of bis passed a statute of divorce; the Empress, And the granite ring is getting ready to tremble. "Please send me a sample of the stutf your shirts
fT'W will be attached to a sulky, and will
require
* u'!«ii of twelve
cut
he
dockland
Courier.
a
are made of."
stout animals to pull it.
for promotion. The outbreak of the revo- foes, in little more than
year
soft, just like you.”
leaving court and capital far behind, took |
I Iif frauds

practiced upon fanners bv
unprincipled nurserymen arc well pointed
"in in the
following from the Western

a

east away from all the stirring scenes of
life, in the drowsy little town of Valence.
In the follow ill”' year lie was raised to the

tin* sunset sky
Hright dsivli*rlit elose>.
Leaving. when light doth die,
Tale hues that mingling l:*Asiies of roses.
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Whaling

>au Kraneisco * lir»•nic-h*. J
IloNOLn.i Nov i. The perils of whaling in
tho Arctic oceau till a conspicuous place in the
auual* of maritime hietory. Within tho last ton or
tw»*ntv years .*;;r 'm«*r‘n\vn whalers have suffered
great fosses and endured untold misery in the re
gion of eternal tee bordering the Nona *h*. that
mysterious point whieh yet reinaius a mysten
even to the wonderful perse \erauco oi h* roic iu.
igators. Our latest date.- from the \retie bring the
usual re< ord of narrow escapes from perishing
amidst the ieo-moiiutains of the deep, or fading a
victim to tho merciless hate ot the savage I dians
of the North. Your correspondent has just had an
interesting inter’, iow with < apt. freonre <«ilh y.
master of the Hawaiian whaling brig. IN in. il.
Allen, which recently entered this port. This is
the vessel whieh was overpowered by Indian.' last
summer and
narrowly escaped destruction, the
captain, officers, and row having had to contend
with overwhelming odds, and oniy saving their
lives by the greatest eoolij'>> and courage. In rc
gard to this affair, the wildest rumors wen.* circa
latcd in this phew. It was reported that < 'apt.
tiilley. his tirst otlieer and several of the crew had
been murdered: and that a- a retaliation fifteen
Indians, including two high chiefs, had fallen in a
battle on the brig. A no authentic news of this
pitched battle has been published—for nothing,
indeed, has yet appeared but the brief report usually handed ill br aptains after making a voyage—1
will give the readers ot the Chronicle the full particulars ot th< most exciting ami bloody event
The \\ in
transpiring in the Arctic ocean for I*.
H Allen sailed from Honolulu on the Idfhot Vpril
and made ice on tire 18th of -May.

[< orrespoudence of th'*

years a^o Mr. I larwin read a pa-

tin- Cmlouica! Society in which
d thiii ttie formation and tho
“1
the so-called ■‘vegetable
;ld." which forms a covering- several
ill depth on the surface of ap
land, were due. in a jjreat measto tin* eunstant
activity of the coini h -ivnriii.
I hese animals Iuirrow
ah the soil, lakini; into their bodies
ie\ yro. earth from which to
extract
•ritive matters on which thev suband then coniine to the
surface, deth, non-nutritions
portions of the
m- form of little
heaps. Those
i1--. accuimdatine,
produce a supernclv divided mould,
die eours-* of y, ars forms a stra■■r;tl inches thick,
eminently suit
: ihe growth ot
plant.'. I he work
ill
very
d tile insiit'liitlca’ice ot the
indipiiite made up by the immense
"T> m which they exist
Mr. I)ariduced .1 Use 111 which a iield well i
• I
’-Villi hunted marl and cinders
'■.I .n lit'livn
years a four inch laver !
dd. the marl and cinders being'all 1
en layf-i beneath it.
thus
’-' icalt-,r st in
plonghingthc ground :
:l method strn
tly natur.d : and he :
a:.-- a: a rude
manner, without j
ii'.-- to 1 ii;iy
lie pehbles oi to sift I
n.ci, iii.
oarse soil, the work
'ok
dad
performing bv the
of the earth worm."
This‘most
• asi-oi
iiu- intimate relations of
mils In
plan! and ol both to the pro'!
i.d change taking plat e ,
iri T
un.a
: .vontlv been
si out mi
ctaii i»y Von 1fen
"Im. ; nu'c t
my, does not seem
••
ie i■ i ■'! 1 -’
'-'it’s labors, which
j
«

a

>

WAS SI K! At I
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nr.

The
be a very dangerous enemy
went he? was very foggy, and for days at a time
Behring sea was a> dark as tin- darkest night. By
the greatest watchfulness and good management,
however, the brig escaped, ouiy to tall into greater
perils from the native-, who had resolved upon her
The vessel sailed and drifted about,
destruction
according to winds and tides, until the -»th ot July
the
when
captain found himself about fifteen min-s
otf Tape Priuee of Wales, a point commanding the
The
entrance to the Arctic on th- American -ulofficers and crew were in good spirits, a- a large
herd of walrus was in sight. There was also, in an
opposite direction, something c -«• in sight, which,
at tirst. was not distinctly visible, but upon near

proved

ami

to

approach a large canoe was seen, apparently tol
At about S odock in the even
lowed by others
ing the canoe .u the lead had reached th- brig,
and. without asking permission of the captain, the

Indian- sprang on board the vessel. The canoe
large, containing no less than fifty red
skins headed by a duel'\vln» was :list intoxicated
hi- ugly and dangerous. This chief a ato
enough
a very powerful man. standing .evr -i\ fe-t
inches in 1 tight. and u a- ;u-compniiied by tu «> •>! hei
Th*
duets, evidently one -rade lower m rank
limncdi.u ay
latter were also tall, powerful un-n
up*>n boarding the A1 leu
w.:s verv

m

\i.

niNon

''mu

m.i
md tin : f w .msu-i. d
asked the captain i<
that he bail no liquor on ln»am. 'Ih-du-i ih.
<
attempted to bribe apt. (uil-y by otierm- to trade
him soin valuable-kins lot i.un and .gain b-uic
ugh duel
refused any intoxicating ba il. th.
wished to trade his skin- tor artndge-. The eap
lit
•
1
a fair h.u
whai
lie
li*»n:•
tain
ttfered the duet
gain, whidi tin* lnd;:: contempt non -.y refused

at
he leliiclil t*cl e. I hat al tm- hill.
titer-* be
was as light
<:
fin
mouths
during
fugs
Ji.iy and
ing
August. Kveilts had r- ached tin* p"U.1 alr-ady
described a ia-u tin* ot her t wo canoe- iv a-in d :!
boaid
al! the Indians jumpbrig, and
witlnait say bur a word t" tin* eapmiu T; :-a.l
chief, who arrived in tin iirst canoe m>w gr-u
more insolent and limilU In* seized »'ap' <> ll-y by
the throat, and shook him as if In- u- u a -'raw
>!,.•
demanding rum and threatening to .... iea!»in. Tin* captain. hy a ilesp. rai- <-do:». e-eap.-d
and
drawing
of
his
from tin* dutches
antagonist,
ihis revolver toll! thu duel to leave the \c--. ;
the meantime another chief had mad« an i.--aidt
hut
:!;•
!;tP
upon W H. Murphy, the iirst mate,

It

Ulll-t

o'clock at night, it
no

in.-lantly

escaped

now

unhurt.

'f!n* chiefs being

>•>

far worsted,

to take charge of the
mnnh**- the otli**«*t- ami

apparently determined

vessel,

run

her ashore and

crew.

leading chief ordered all t ir old i»i«-:*. the
hoys ;11 .! tin* Ilirrr Indian women r\ idrlit
|\ wives of tile chief -to get lilt** ollc o| lit** ;l 11• >e-*
A> soon as < apt. Oillev sa w t :•
a id go ashore.
In* knew tin* Indians meant Moody worl;. Win-::
tin* Indians lelt in tin* canoe Mien* were ;tl»«•;.:
seventy live warriors still on hoard tin* A!l«*i:.
while tin* crew all told nmnlured only t\v«*i;t fom
men. tin* remainder be-ng Sandwich Islander'. A’
tins instant firing was ln*ard towards tin* forecastle
and the captain and Mr. Murphy saw that a Sand
with Islander lay murdered upon tin* deck. "It's
are you ready for
life or death wiih us. M nph\
All ready, sir." an
said ("apt (iilley.
action
swefed tin* mate. Quick as a tlash Murphy had a
llenrv nth* in his haim. passed b» him l*y tin* rook
whow.iv a* the cabin door. As Murphy turned
about in* saw an Indian in tin* art of plmuiuj a
.niife into tin* heart of a Kanaka
tin*

voiuu:

A

Oh IKK

tin* mate attempted to s*i/e the
rith*. hut Murphy took aim. and hr fore tin* India:
could murder tin* Kanaka, shot him (h ad. Tie

standing

near

followed a rough and tumble light. in winch tinchief fell overboard. t'upt. Oillcy all thi' time
had his Ini: Is full. Tin* leading chief nraiti and
again tried to throttle lum. ln.t tin- captain escaped
unhurt cve>-\ time. The rhit-1. thus lolled. stepped
hack a irtle. and as In- approached, tin* captain
strip k hi n with tin* hutt end of his r* «■! er and
-nr in
tic* towering Indian fell t<> the deck we ;,
'•• g>>0011 afterwards tin* chief was so
gore,
overboard. hut in what manner in-hodv kip*ws.
Manx of !iu*otiier In l::11s follow d him m a my>
ti-rious 1'iamu‘r. Tin* redskins, now seeing that
tin*y had the worst of tin* tight. omiiin-innl to
jump overboard. and those that w •■re too la/y m so
\\ hen
get over in a hurry.
doing were helped
all had disappeared the captain took .*. Minn-v of
and found one Kanaka ilead. another
tin- dee
dangerously wounded, and a third with several
stalls on his body. There wen-no dead Indians t-»
beseem The-'.cad Sandwich Islander was appro
priately buried and the two wounded Kanakas
I hath have survived and an*
were taken care of
■

now

in this eit\

Striped

Stockings.

Tin* suit of William «i. Waite and wife aga;:t't
1) <‘raw
A »’o. sal's tin- St l.oms tilohe hem
-I udev hotNehalk
oerat. eatue up for trial hdo
« raw lord is tin* well known retail dr\
vi-sterdav
goods iia".chant ot: I'rai-.khn au-aue. an-l -h-al> m
all kinds of staph* and fancy articles, includin'-.hosiery. He formerly kept a large U"ort melt ot
Ir.-n.
striped stocking' l• »r lie- i. u*. m-n a .-1
Wait-* had
and supplied half tin* -aty. M
tiv years >■: a
be itiful golden ham-d box
win* took a fancy to a i- *.c -I striped stock
The motln-r purchased a pair tor him. having blue
mi!.*i al»>e.e the km-.and white stripe.', .ml
a few >1 -\ '. HeAlter wearing the -lockings t
ehii 1 becalm* sick l»lotelp*s appeared on his leg'
h.
his
h“ was pallid and feverish
-dy h-waun- >woi
leu. his face emaciated, and a ser-ui> llm-i ••Mnle.‘
he had pain.' in the >P»maeh afrom his skin
bowels, and his countenance won m *\:»r>* ---1
of distress: his appetite tailed. !.' tl’ >at w
parched, and all the childish viv.i-uty *i.-j».»11.i
it
In* could not stand, and gradually sunk until
hr Ovcii> wv> called u w lacame to hi> relief
the child took sick", and tln-n I'” to-riei., ua-.
\
h\
for. but their treatment was ui .a li:
sic;aus gave it as their opinion that tin* child w :t>
the
1 loisoiled by wearing tin* s| j- j.. d stock
brilliant colors of '.lie li»o being pro,lined b\
d\ i*s in which copper and arx-tiie wen- use,! Tin*
*u«Mi dam u
an| aieits sued tin- up-r- a-.t for
the latter sent away his whole stock
slnpe,
stock'1 •_s. an 1 otiered in* Uiofe oi then,
:
tl..
He had sold thousand' <•:' pair'.
otd\ case in which tip-\ had pojs. n.t Me- u--.ii,"
One of the child’s stockings wa> scut t-« hr U- ".
-1 •!
red
w ho extracted tl,* coloring mattew hat he tu«*k to be T'--uic or -i
••

Shot

by

a

Tramp

\‘
N
-M.
H..
N'i:w M \i:ivi
about in o'clock Saturday morninga
;p entered
willow
the house of Mrs. Char'e- \ Hcnm-i:
w
veins oi
roils
Imly about
from t!u* depot here, and demand. I v-d which
-d n<-\
which lc- w.i:
was furnished, alb
lmy tobacco. This was refused, u her. poo i
drew a pistol and tired, the ball takim: ilci 1 m
Mis. Hennett's left thigh. about eight niches above
She fell t.. the lb*
the knee
The
soon after came to herselfand ealled for help
whole neighborhood w as alarmed, and t Mtieer Keefe
summoned assistance, and arrested three tramp-,
one of whom mj being brought hetoje Mr.-. !’».• nett
He
wa.- immediately recognized a- her a—ailui.t
gave the name of llu-hard Uyan. and sud In !•••
longed in Springlicld. Mas-. He was arraiyned
the afternoon before Justice Snaeklbm. at the
house of Mrs. Hennett. and eointnitted t>* II T.
jail to await the action of the brand Jur\ in A pi
next. The hall was !-minion the carpel ;!.ii!- ;.•
No weapons were found on either on
d
-aj p.
trauips. save a razor on aoh. ami u
the scamp threw the pi.-b I awm\ on the roan t..
tnw
thin
fore capture
This is tin
as been as-ailed In
few weeks that Mr-. He! ne:i
the same class of indivniu V S!n- i- a most e.-!i
mahle wmii iii and jut- the -\ mp.ithy of the entire
community, so liiiu li so that al one time it »;ifearetl Kvan would he taken from ‘1 e otlieer- ami
hanged to the nearest tree Mr-. Heiitiett i-weak
front loss of blood, but her ultimate recovery i.11

m

iio\.

'•

x•

A well known younir l:i«ly went into .1 irivniA
store in a town in Waldo t’otiuty a few v.i^htssmce
snid
to make some purchases, when the
on the top of that
t<* her. “There is a hi*r
barrel. Miss I. which you may Wave il you will
The younir lady with a
carry it home yourself.'
sweet “thank you," quietly picked up the pumpkin
and arried it to her home some fifty roils distant

pumpkin

According

proprietor

to a tradition in this town

of Dexter, there

was once a young lady,
who, encouraged by a ten-dollar bill in
the hands of her father, carried from the
store to her house, considerably more than
fifty rods distant, and in the light of day.
an article of which every well regulated
household is supposed to have one or

more, hut which under the circumstances attracted a good deal more attention than a pumpkin would have
done. We can't say whether there was
any “sweet thank you’s” connected with
the transaction, but report saith that she
got the ten dollars, and regarded it as
easily earned. [Dexter Gazette.
Auburn. New York, is agitated over a rotuum-n
that isn't at all nice. 1 ’ora Youngs, who killed her
paramour in a brothel last. June, was tried for
murder and acquitted two weeks ago. She made
many vows of good conduct in the future, and the
wife of one of the jurymen was somterested in her
that she took her home. Last week the penitent
woman and the juryman ran away together.

Washington
Mil-;

<

Li;uu

AM)

Matters.

A large (mol is reported to have
street.
been formed in Washington for the purpose of buying gold under the belief that
the remonetization of silver even without
free eoinage will send up the price of gold
rapidly. (hie gentleman acting on this belief is reported to have purchased gejoo,(Mid worth of gold.
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I’ht* Clt*rk and Doorkeeper of the presBELFAST, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1877.
House have made so many blunders,
the
that
there
has
been
'■specially
latter,
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY
onsiderahle talk on the Democratic side
w I Ij L I A M
If
SI M P SON.
the expediency of reorganizing those
editor and proprietor.
"ihecs
Appointments have been made
Subscription Terms. In advance,$2.00a year;
the Doorkeeper without warrant of
within the year, $2.50; at the expiration of the
Plevna Surrendered. Great Disaster to tne
inw, while the Clerk has removed within
year, $3.00.
Turks.
a day or two a most etlicientofficer of the
A overusing Terms.
For one square, (one inch
House, an original appointment of his
London, Doc. Id. Reuter's Telegram of length in column.) $1.00 for one week, and 25
tor each subsequent insertion. A fraction or
whose experience, older members Company has received the following de- cents
a square charged as a full one.
'■i> U necessary to the proper transaction spatches
"l the business of the House.
Bn harkst, Dec. Id. After a severe
There was
The following are authorized agents for the
i"> ft .is.ui for the removal
except that one engagement yesterday before Plevna, Os- Journal:
S. R. Niles, No. 0, Tremont St., Boston.
: he Ccorgia members named
Hartridge, man Pasha, who was wounded, surrenS. M. Pettengill, A
ti State St., Boston,
Ic'se only record in Congress consists in dered unconditionally.
The Turks in and 37 Park Row, N. Y. Co.,
> having named Clerk Adams in eauPlevna were dying of hunger and cold.
Horace Dodd, 121 Washington St., Boston.
Geo. P. Rowell A■ Co.. 40 Park Row, New York.
us. demanded the
place for a friend. There is great joy here. Bucharest is
Bates «fc Locke, 34 Park Row, New York.
I ’m House is so close that none but an i covered with dags.
Dec.
9.40
P.
M.
Plevna
experienced Clerk can take the roll-call,
Bucharest,
Id,
Administrators. Executors and Guardians
and h? has been removed for one who is is now iu the hands of the Russo-Roumadesiring tlieir advertisements published in the Jourinexperienced and said to be otherwise nian armies. The Agence Russe makes nal will please so state to the Court.
The charge against the the following announcement—
incompetent.
SUBSCRIBERS remitting money or desiring to
Osman Pasha attempted to break thro’ have
Doorkeeper is more serious. He has apthe address of papers changed' must state the
pointed men to offices unknown to the in the direction of Widdim He was at- Post Office to which the paper has been sent, as
c.y. iii expectation that the House would
tacked in front and rear and compelled well as the office to which it is to go.
.arborize them and pay the incumbents to lay down his arms after a glorious strugSubscribers are requested to take notice of the
afterwards.
Finding that this expeeta- gle, in which he was seriously wounded. date
on the colored slips attached to the
paper. It
■"11 would not be realized, he has disAll with one voice praise his conduct.
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
barged the men who are now clamoring
15 May 7$. means that the subscription is
I>ETAII.S OF THE SURRENDER.
paid to
that date. When a now payment is made, the date
their pay. Mr. Potter of New York
On Sunday, Osman Pasha, tinning that will be
changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBmis prepared a resolution
directing the the desperate efforts of Suleiman Pasha ERS ARE
REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR
Committee mi Accounts to investigate
in the direction of Tirnova to relieve him, DATES ARE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears
ii> transaction.
At a meeting of the
had failed, and that the Russian investing are requested to forward the sums due.
\<•>' bork delegation this afternoon the
line was intact, determined to make a
D.-mkeeper appeared and admitted the last
England and the Eastern War.
desperate effort to cut his way out.
.ppointnient of those men. and gave his He was
driven to this step by the fact
Tin' fortunes of war, in the great East■■■'"ii for it, as stated.
Mr. Morse, the
that his army were without food, and his
Democrat from .Massachusetts, had
soldiers dying of hunger and cold. The ern contest, though occasionally to some
i. .vords with Clerk Adams to-day over
horrors of Plevna, the thousands of un- degree favoring the Turks, yet hate a
removal of the lioll Clerk, and deburied bodies, the fearful suffering and
ar-' that lie will introduce a resolution
strong and decided general drift towards
misery, are yet to be told.
the success of the Russians. In the winMonday for the election of a new Clerk
In this desperate condition, the whole
| the House.
Ir is but simple justice to
Turkish army threw themselves on the ter contest, now going on, the soldiers
Doorkeeper to say that he yielded in Russian lines in the direction of Widdin, who are trained amid the snows of the
:
taking his extra appointments to the in
in the faint hope that they might he able North are more than a match for those
a nee of the new
members, and under to hew their way out and
l'he
escape,
>iui.'e that the officers would he authorwho love summer sun and soft winds.
contest was fearful; assault after assault
ed bv the House.
The position of the Turks is so alarming,
was made, only to end iu repulse : heaps
I'lNVHBAl'K’s CHIEF.
of dead and wounded lay in every <'iree- and the attitude of their adversaries so
'A a sin Nc i on, Dec. !).
Piuehback has turn: even the Turkish commander (Osdetermined, that England, whose eyes
"imbed and has sent an open letter to man Pasha) was severely wounded, fightbeen keenly fixed upon the com
have
N ie hulls of Louisiana resigning his
ing with desperation at the head of his
And the Sultan,
ie.
as
Senator from that State.
He columns; but it was impossible for 50,- batants, gets uneasy.
Inama/ed at the action of some 000 Turks to carry the double line of ioo, believing that in his extremity he
'•■a..lor-.
I p to the reportof the Com- Russian iutrenchments, behind which
may rely upon British aid, casts anxious
Uee ii favor of Mr. Knstis he felt
very lay 120,ooo Russian soldiers.
liiment
The Russians on Monda\ took the of- glances towards London.
»»nl\ the day before that reA significant remark was made a few
el was made, he says, Wadleigh told
fensive against the broken and demoralthat if he (Wadleigh) had seen the ized Turkish army, and attacked them in days ago, to a
deputation, by Lord Deroiui set of credentials on which l’inchfront and rear
The battle again raged
who is the British Secretary for Forby,
aek based hi> claim this session, before tearfully, and the Turks fought grandly,
It was to the effect that
ill- vote on the ease was taken last ses- but ineffectually.
After a tierce fight, in eign Allairs.
which the fields of Plevna run rivers of the government saw no reason for dehi. lie should certainly have voted fur
him and should now support him, “and,” blood, the Turkish army was completely
parting from its neutral course, as neither
elded I’iiiohback, mournfully, “the very surrounded by the Russians.
For the
Constantinople or the Suez Canal were
next day he made a report in Kustis’s Turks to tight longer would be annihilait' or.
I had believed that those who tion.
In this extremity the Turks sent a in danger. This is significant, because
Ii ive stood by me heretofore would stand Hag of truce to the Russian commander,
it shows that under the apparent apathy
b\ me now. and 1 had
hoped that now, who declined to accept any terms except of England, there has been a keen watchunconditional surrender. And these terms
ireiimstanees being so altered and party
fulness of matters in the East. England
necessities so great, I should get my seat. the Turks were forced to accept, and tinThat report, however, beats me.
whole Turkish army -estimated atoO.dOO evidently does not believe that Russia
I cannot understand it. but suppose it is a
has undertaken this vast and expensive
part to till,000 when the battle commenced,
of the trade."
unconditionally surrendered.
war for the single purpose of asserting
i'l.A NS FOH PASSIXC THE llEAXl) SIEVEl!
WHAT THK LONDON TIMES SAYS.
the rights of a few Christians of the
KIEL.
London, Dec. II. The Times this Creek Church, resident in the dominions
The silv er men are preparing for a rush morning says Osman Pacha’s surrender is
of the Sultan : but has a suspicion that
m the Senate this week.
It is their in- not merely the loss of a considerable
tention. if they can, to press the Bland army and good stronghold, Imt the final the Czar’s purpose, is the traditional poli'•ill to a passage, to defeat all amend- collapse of the whole Turkish campaign cy of Russia, to acquire
territory and to
and the practical conquest of Kidgaria.
ments and. if they can get a majority of
share in the opulent trade that flows from
The general expectation of Europe has
Senators to agree, to sit the bill out and
thus force it to a vote. They are very been mistaken. The Turks have been as India and the far East. An essential to
e uilident of their
ability to do this, and completely defeated as the Austrians were this is the passage from the Black Sea to
boast that before the week is over they at Sadowa and the French at Sedan. They the Mediterranean through the
Bosphowill pass the bill as it came from the refused the conditions which Europe and
rus, which. passage is now held and guardHouse, and without the amendment reEngland offered, and must now take the
"orted by the Senate Committee. Some consequences, and sooner or later sub- ed b\ Constantinople and its fortificaei the Senators
opposed to the bill express mit fo the forfeiture of their authority, if tions. The preservation of that strait to
fears that this plan may succeed. The not of their territory, in Europe.
Turkey, and the Suez Canal to herself,
N'o European power, England least of are now the
strength of ilie bill in the Senate is not
great objects of English anxeecurately known. It is probably over- all, will interfere a moment, for peace has
the aim of her diplomacy, and if
iety,
estimated by its friends, but these are come.
need be of her arms.
erv
determined, and will devote the
The Constitutional Amendments.
whole week, if necessary, to efforts to seIf England be tried by the standard of
lire its passage.
1'he ef-ct of thorough
It will be remembered that, at the Sep- her own practice, it will be found that
debate on the Anti-Resumption lull in tember
election, the people voted on two she has small argument in her favor when
the House has shown them that their constitutional
amendments, -one in reme isure will lose
by prolonged discussion gard to elections, that “no person shall she assumes to limit the ambition of anom the Senate, and would
be
She has been a most insatiprobably
vote at any election in this State unless ther nation.
beaten it it should be debated after the he has
able and remorseless absorber of islands,
a poll tax within two years
paid
recess for four or five weeks, as has been
preceding the election in which lie pro- countries and nations. A recent article
Iiie general understanding; hence their
poses to vote, provided said tax has been in the
Ie termination to force it to a vote at
Chicago Times commenting upon
legally assessed upon him.'’ This was re"uee. even if they have
night sessions. jected, it not receiving even a majority England’s ambition says:
I hey tear also that if it should be amendNot reckoning Ireland, Scotland or Wales as
vote. The other was in regard to munici'd bv the Senate, this would give occasion
British colonies, her earliest
acquisition
pal indebtedness, that “no city or town was Newfoundland INKS: herforeign
latest, tile little
or debate in the House, where it will he
shall hereafter create any debt or liabili- Dutch
of the Boers. In three hundred
republic
much weaker on its reappearance than it
ty, which, singly, or in the aggregate years she has acquired the following foreign propenied when Mr. island rushed it through. with
previous debts or liabilities, shall erty. in America:
In ease of failure now. they talk of tuckexceed five per centum of the last regular
Canada.352.301
ua it on to an appropriation bill later in
valuation of said city or town.” This was Bahamas. 3.021 3,579.782
39,202
'he -e-sioii, and Mr. Buckner, Chairman
a
Bermudas.
24
12.121
accepted by very large majority.
■a the Banking and
803
Currency Committee,
At the present session of the Governor Faulkland Islands. 0.500
in193,491
expressed himself favorable to that and Council the votes were counted, and Uuiaua. 70,000
Honduras. 13,500
24,710
expedient.
the following are the official returns on Jamaica and Turks islands. 0.900
510,354
Vi'Ml.'HUES' MAI DEV SPEECH,
the two amendments:
Leeward islands.
738
120,491
Newfoundland. 40,200
MI NK li'AL IN
140,353
si-Heitor \ oorhees’ maiden speech in exTrinidad.
1.1,1.< TORS.
1»KR1 KUNKSS.
109,638
1,755
the session el the Senate is highly
Windward islands.
775
284,078
He sustained the position
For. Against.
i'"ken "I.
For. Against
Total
12A:>
j n;.^
r 11
801.774 5.021.100
don
ihen In .Mi 'J'hunnan, and in
.Vndroscujrtiiii
to
reply
of:
735*
js:;
1308
iii Alnca she began her
i ’onkiing made an excellent
!
grabs along the gold
presenta- < 'umberliUKt.
A; 14
44 A2
704A
480
coast in the lirst half of the 17th century: she
"ii nt tin
democratic attitude toward Franklin,
-".‘Jx
7S1
11 ;>4
107
controls there now an area of 242,250 square miles,
'In- administration.
He said that the II uncock,
1080
841
As |
IMS
and 1.730,904 subjects—the most ignorant, super•2A7 8
2122
IJ t»A
171
i’■ sii(i-nt
stitious and squalid in the world.
belonged lo the Republican Kennebec,
K nox.
A24
1 A01
>io;
117
Her colonies in Australia constitute in them
11'ty. and the democracy had no desire Lincoln,
AA7
070
1 222
ISS
selves
a principality:
1 i- ’ie.'
it ot Ui'' prize it had won
< )x ford,
18:*0
000
1S1A
070
by
Sq. Allies.
Pop’ll.
.eh Ijiiestiimable methods.
10 >7
1A87
A04A
4 A0
While the Penobscot.
(Queensland. 678,»>0U
120.104
400
280
070
0A
democrats would make no factious oppo- Piscataquis,
South Australia. 760,000
185,626
1348
01A
1A22
SI
Western Australia. 978,000
dioii i" the administration, they could Sagadahoc,
24,785
807
10A0
18A2
AA2
Somerset,
New South Wales. 323.437
503,981
not in .M-lf respect or
000
12A8
2000
party fealty have Waldo,
A20
New Zealand. 106,259
256,260
i"t oi part with it.
0A2
17A2
1A40
M0A
Senators could Washington.
Victoria.
88,198
731,528
York.
1080
821
1448
A81
Tasmania
26.251
'cape their constitutional duty, and
101,785
islands.
7,403
Fiji
"lc to conlim or reject
142,000
appoiut20.AAO 2A/J42
A882
A0.A00
icnts
so
hut m
doing they exercised
Tot al.2,938,112 2,060,069
!' 'st judgment as lo the fitness of
The Horrors of Plevna.
hi Asia, she governs m India alone 190,501.048
appointee, and not with reference to
subjects, scattered over 904,049 square miles ; and
A correspondent of the London Times,
and her other Asiatic dependencies—Aden, Ceylon,
i|uarrel tiiat might exist between the
I't'-si lent and the I’resident makers. For who visited Plevna with the last supply
Hong Kong. Kalman. Perim, and the settlements
train which entered that fortress, gives a in the straits, swell this to a total of 193,362,025
part, in-could have nothing to ask of
subjects and a domain of 929,939 square miles. In
c
administration. Self respect would graphic account of what he saw. His de- Europe she has 165,701
subjects in Gibraltar. Heliof
the
horrors
of
the
road
thither, goland and Malta ; giving her a total area of oneirhid that.
He could not vote to eon- scription
strewn
with
murdered
third
of
the
surface of the globe, and nearly onom any appointee because he was the
Bulgarian ox dri\
of its inhabitants.
"■ml or enemy of any particular Senator ers of the convoy that preceded the one fourtli
Her
has been to make her colonies pay
policy
"i
the other side. In reply to ('(inkling’s hij accompanied some of the wretches, for themselves and
pay her for permitting them to
defence of (Jrant's administration and the whose crime probably was stealing to do so. India will be compelled to foot her famine
save themselves from starving, with their
bills
as soon as the government can invent an ad
public service under him, Yoorhees said
ditionul form of taxation, and devise a way to colthat it was a late day to criticise what throats cut and some stoned to death
lect it. Her colonies are 60 times the size of the
Yot scarce- United
democrat; had said aiiout the prevalence makes one’s blood run cold.
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and
less cruelty was indicted by Osman under tin*
ly
of corruption under that regime.
discreet management of her ministers
The
Pacha upon his own wounded braves. they never cost her less than two million pounds
proper time was w hen the name of Air.
the largest items in the imperial expense
Srhurx was before the Senate for a mem- Something more than a thousand of per year,
these poor fellows were lying mixed to- being for Gibraltar and Malta.
ber of the Cabinet.
When Russia settles her account with Turkey,
Nothing that any
Democrat had ever said was worse than gether in a large building weltering in and directs her arms and emissaries eastward.
England must then tight for her Asiatic domain or
the public declarations made by Schurz unspeakable filth, having been left without surgical or other attendance for a prepare to surrender its most profitable section.
respecting the civil service under <Jrant.
India will not light for England. England must
Mr. Yoorhees quoted from a speech made week, when the Englishmen with the do that for herself. Russia can out match her four
made
a
to
Osman
Pacha
to
convoy
one. and Germany will not interfere
proffer
except for
by Schurz at the Cincinnati Convention
English embarassment.
in is7g, when he said that the civil ser- of the services of the Stafford House Sovolunteers
ciety’s
and
and of those
The world at large has held, ever since
vice was a fountain of
corruption o.’Bi- of the lied Crescent stores, The TurkSociety.
llowing and contaminating public morals.
the question was agitated, that England
Yet the Senator from New York had not ish commander declined the otter, stating has no
right to keep Russia from enjoying
said one word against the confirmation of that he intended to send those sufferers
this
water highway, more than she
to
Sofia
the
great
away
by
returning convoy,
Schurz. Then was the time, when Air.
Sclmrz’s name was before the Senate, to and he actually did send away a large had, half a century ago, to arrogate to
number of them.
rebuke these so-called stale slanders.
herself the title of “mistress of the seas.”
The correspondent says: I was riding
'I ll K PROOKEHINGS AGAINST PATTEBSOK.
down the street when the third convoy Even English liberals take this view of
the question, and it has been boldly denf
l(MK) started from the town, and I trust
•New York, Dec. II.
A special from
it may never again he my fortune to wit- clared in a recent
speech by John Bright.
Washington to the Telegram says there
ness such a miserable crowd as 1 saw
i> little reason to doubt that judicial
But of all the apprehensions felt by
pro- here.
The
wretched soldiers stretched
ceedings against Patterson in South CarEngland, the most sensitive spot is that
olina will not be pushed further. His iiut their hands for pity and assistance
efforts and vote for JJutler have secured as I rode by, and, though J understood which concerns the control of the Suez
but little Turkish, the pitiful “Amann” canal. As the short road to her eastern
immunity from legal proceedings, and he
will be released on bail from the indict- shrieked or groaned, with the appealing
possessions, the artery for her commerce,
ment found against him, but it is a part hands and writhing faces were more than
and the route for troops and ships of war,
of the management that he shall in a few eloquent.
The town is forlorn and distressing to she will hold and control it,at all hazards.
months hence resign his seat in the Senlook upon, but the people have become Since she
ate. which will then be filled by the elecbought a controlling interest in
accustomed to horrors. The camps around
tion of Wade Hampton.
its stock, her policy has included an overthe town are cheerful in comparison, tho’
THE TEXAS FRONTIER.
“the neglect of sanitary precautions and sight, for her own advantage, of that arWashington, Dec. 11. The Senate of decent consideration for the dead is at tificial river. Still, it is difficult to see
.Military Committee to-day received an once painful and shocking. The spectacle how Russia
alone, even if victorious over
oral statement from Gen. Ord and letters of dead bodies
stripped absolutely naked
can
Turkey,
seriously threaten England,
from him regarding the necessity of mak- and left to rot, is not creditable to a
camp
ing permanent provision for the protec- which is otherwise well ordered. I have backed by her powerful army, and still
tion of the Texas frontier by an establish- not seen
any body in the near neighbor- more powerful navy. But the complicament of military posts. After a brief dis- hood of the
catnp which I could identity tions of European politics, and the intercussion the committee authorized Maxey as that of a
Turk, but the unburied ests of the
to report a bill appropriating $200,(KM) for
great powers, may give rise to
corpses of Russian soldiers are by no
the erection of suitable posts on the Rio means uncommon even in
events.
One thing is certain
where
unexpected
places
Grande, to be located at the discretion of their burial would be at once safe and —that when England believes that her
the Secretary of War. The House Mili- easy.
Fever, ague and dysentery are honor or interest compels her to fight, she
tary Committee to-day appointed a sub- common diseases uot only among the
committee to take testimony in accord- troops, but among those who, for char- will fight terribly. The world in arms
ance with the House resolution on the
would no more intimidate her than it did
ity’s sake, share their hardships.”
.Mexican border trouble.
when she defied and conquered the first
At Lowell, Mass., Mrs. Win. H. Devlin, found
EFFECT OF THE SILVER MOVE.
Napoleon, and sent him to eat his heart
dead in the house <m Monday morning, is supposed
New York, Dec. 11. It is stated that to have been murdered by her husband in a drunk- out on a barren rock in the ocean. What
the unexpected strength developed by the en brawl on Sunday night. A child two or three
the result of a combination against her
Greenback and silver men in the Senate weeks old, also found dead at Devlin’s, was evidently strangled. The Examiner has decided the
the
of
might be cannot be foretold, but the pluck
nt
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yesterday stopped

and

a

negotiation

one

half millions of 4 per cents in Wall

mother and child were killed by violence.
was arrested at Rutland

Devlin

of

England

can

be counted

on

always.

The

New

Ilysjioue.

Skilful

Progressive Age lias discovered
that whiskey is a specific for the cure of
diphtheria and kindred disorders, and
The

Surgery.

Letter

Tlio doctors in anil annual Now Volk
arc all discussing an
extraordinary surgi-

Boston.

Generalities.

in Boston Inst week.

Alas for tlio truant
hoy!.Christmas crowds arc fast

school

of thu Journal.

Dec. 10th, 1877.
It is not the humble pen of “our Bos-

Boston,

cal

further remarks—

from

Corrcspoiidtiiice

operation which, beyond any doubt
or chance, has proved successful.
It is a
case of transplantation of human skin.
Dora Conrad, a factory girl, had her hair
caught in a spindle, and in an instant the

to

The transplantation of skin has but recently been introduced into surgery in
cases of open wounds, and the
operation

a

of

little pig-eyed and pig-tailed heathen. At
the present time, the sign of a Chinese
laundry is almost as frequent as the cor-

material for

atcrvillc i>

W

gathering.Tho arrangements for the
Cat Show are completed, and January

swarming

with tramps.

Indiana has the largest state school fund of
state in the union. It amounts to $8,870,872.

anv

correspondent” that would presume 2Jst is the time when Puss comes to the
Georgia keeps a hundred thousand dogs, for
whose annual support thirty thousand sheep are
disparage the industries of a city ; hut front.Novel and interesting advertis- nece. sary.
we have long desired to note the increase
ing is plentiful in the papers. Fault findA New York court has decided that wedding
are the property, u»»t of the husband and
and wonderful development in one special ing readers arc
making bitter complaint; presents
wife, but of the wife alone.
hair and scalp of one side of her head were department—that is, Johnny Chinaman, but a little wholesome growl sometimes
The wife of ('apt. J. H Minot, of Topsham, hung
torn off. She was taken to St. Catherine’s andhis“loctle washy”establishment. Not makes a newspaper lively.The weather herself in a barn
Saturday morning. She has been
insane for some months.
more
than
three
one
of
partially
the
at
years since,
present is fully capable of taking care
Whiskey and milk! Why, that must hospital,'Williamsburg, where the doctors
Albert Joy, under sentence of death for the nr.
be the enticing compound known to the consulted, and said at once they could do greatest curiosities of the street was a tiny of itself, so we let it most gloriously alone. der of a man
at Gloucester, has had his sentence
But Dora had a strong box of a place, at the West End, where
Krmi:.
commuted to imprisonment for life.
initiated as milk punch. And it is rare, nothing for her.
Wa
his
and
and
colleagues jabbered
A portion of the $50,000
indeed, that medication comes to the af- constitution, was healthy, and high in llorp
appropriation for Fort
The Lewiston Journal publishes an ac- Preble will he expended in altering the guns,
flicted in a guise so seductive. No dis- hope. After two days the physician in jumped about, as they flourished the flatmounted in the fortifications, to rifles.
count of the Webber family, that has a
iron and made a sprinkling pot of their
gusting black draught, no nauseating bo- charge told her that he could save her
in Maine, up
Among recent postal
branch
in
mouths
that
and
noses.
Crowds of men, women
life if she could stand the operation. It
city, and of their expecta- Geo. A. Kamscll. North appointments
Yassalboro; Mrs. Mar. A
lus, no diaphragm-rending emetic. The
Seal Cove. Hancock county.
and children gathered about the door and tions of sharing in an immense fortune,
Hodgdon,
was to cut the skin from her arms and
apostle of drugs steps aside, and in his
The lev**! at the Mediterranean Sea has gradw
and give her a new scalp by trans- window to watch their method of work hunted up by an agent in Holland. There
place comes the brisk bar -keeper, who body
ally fallen four inches since the opening ot the
plantation. She agreed to the proposal. and strange gesticulations ; and much of is an amusing under current of incredu- Suez eanrd, and serious changes on its shores are
can mix his prescriptions with a cunning
feared.

We add to this a tact which wo have learned
quite recently, that our most successful medical
practitioners are adopting a whiskey and milk
treatment in many cases of fever and like diseases
with great success. Such facts go to show the unreasoning warfare which is being made upon alcohol, and the injurious attempts to deprive the
people of it as a medicine.

that Galen never knew. For a ease of
typhoid, after proper diagnosis, he heats
up with sugar the albuminous fruit of the
hen, that it mayhave a glutinous and se-

is

exceedingly delicate
ease the scalp was
present
ingredients,

hold upon all tiie other
then adds the rich and creamy contribution of the dairy. Having mixed them well,
cure

he

to the last

comes

oft’, but
been
this

tent persuader of all the ills that flesh is heir

to, which shall grapple and drive out the
Holding the glass to the light,
he places three fingers along its side, and
fills to the topmost bounds of the third,

and making it fragrant with nutmeg, it is presented to the languishing
patient. The sick man may recover, or
he may not; for science has its errors, and

reason assigned
by the Journal for the HanCompany cancelling its policies is not the

Ami

the risks are unsatisfactory on account
of the inadequate means of extinguishing
on

that

unimproved local supplies
In

enlarging the reservoir on Franklin street an
important discovery was made of a never failing
spring at. the bottom, which rendered it necessary
to put in a siphon in order to complete the work.
There is room to enlarge this a dozen times its
present size, which, if done, there is reason to believo it would afford a more abundant supply than
the muck hole.
It would tic easy to connect it
with the reservoir in Custom House square and
this would give a large supply a! .'.11 times the
whole length of Main street in ease of tire.
That

No

one ever saw

considerable population of them in Boston.
A very ludicrous instance of their pecul-

iar reticent and mind-their-own-lmsiness

style

came to our

firm, healthy, but

hairless

dust and uneleaiiliness of travel washed

blew out the spare starch
water from his nostrils, adjusted the cue,

contact with the skull. The nerve system could not be rebuilt, the sense of

question of “How muchee you

feeling

be brief in his present abode. Saturday
evening, when thoughts of the bath and

re-established.

danger

was

It is stated that
of the upper table of

and directed his undivided attention to the
no given ?”

rad is up and

new

needed garments. Wall Kee was no more.
He had moved to a more aristocratic lo-

some-

cality, and in leaving had taken the pre-

her old work at the

as ever in
suit of hair that

.skin and

a new

body

supplied.

else

a

the deluded

public

we

record of

a

learn to have had

reckoned at a considerable discount. Under the regulations of the department the

salary
class is

of postmasters of the Stockton
regulated by the regular am' le-

gitimate sale of stamps, at their face
Blue.
An average of about forty per
cent, on these sales constitute the
postmaster's salary.
But they are forbidden
to sell them at less than their face.

will lie

It

that if the. postmaster can
a considerable
amount, at the rate of say ten or fifteen
per cent, discount, both the buyer and the
official make a pretty good margin. The

distance for the supply of
So these “never failing

make

also gave out, just at the critical

time.

Anybody who will give the subject a
little thought, cannot fail to perceive that

seen

a

elaborately explain, in
hieroglyphics, on the whole

caution to

and did take of hint sufficient postage
stamps to cancel it, the stamps being

confronted by the
ugly fact that the .Mathews Bros, were
last summer obliged for weeks to cart

change stole over the minds of
friends, they started for the

attendant

doing

private sale of

transaction with the Portland firm came
to light in consequence of the
stamps be-

his pesurface

of the door, the cause of the change, and
where he might be interviewed. To look
at that door and then at the soiled shirt
front

without
ter

too much for any man to endure

was

going home and saying to his bet-

half, “I told you so.”

with the aid of

a

It

policeman

was

weeks,

and the

slip

of Chinese paper covered with the same
caricatures which adorned the door, which

they gave

for

Wall Kee

was

a

check, before the aspiring

found.

Local talent in the

business has been encouraged in
that family ever since. Some of the queer
little specimens are making long strides

laundry

towards civilization in the matter of fit-

ting up their places of business. Not only
lias

decided air of cleanliness and order
pervade them, but in many cases

a

to

come
a

real attempt at

display

is noticeable.

One firm, wearing the very Yankee combination of Jim Willy, has an elegant
Chinese lantern, larger than a barrel,
hanging in the window ; others shine in
scarlet upholstery, gay wall [taper and
of

In dress

they
worship.
gilded gods
strictly to the original style

adhere

—

supplies from the dribbling of these little
springs is fallacious. In a dry season the ing exposed

wide black trousers, loose shirt, with immense sleeves, and the Chinese slippers,

thirsty earth drinks it all up, whether it
flows into such reservoirs as we have, or
not.
The need is of a steady, regular
flow, to which gravitation will give a sufficient head to carry it to the top of
buildings. Then tires can be controlled,

with the very upturned toes. In matters
of finance they are keen, close, and ras-

for sale in quantities that attracted the attention of Detective
Bigelow.
By aid of the United States laws
lie compelled the firm to state how
they
came in possession of them.
The offence of which the Stockton
postmaster lias been convicted is a
very common one, as those who are accustomed
to receive small remittances
through the

and not till then.
Russia

Victorious.

mails, especially newspaper publishers,

Russian resources and military skill
have prevailed in the Turkish war. The

have

main army, under Osman Pacha, hemmed
in by the Russians, and at the mercy of
the besiegers, lias surrendered, and Plevna
fallen.

The disaster is

regarded

as

irre-

happens
durance,

thoroughly in the power of the Czar.
What the course of the conqueror will be,

as

does not

to be the one who is to go into
to warn others from the

path of

official sin.

We believe that the department regards the clandestine sale of
stamps as a sufficient cause for removal
from office.

what will be exacted from Turkey, is
to be decided in the future,
it must be
a time of supreme anxiety for England,
or

be

It.

stop these transactions, and Mr. Frye

trievable, and the Turkish government

whose eastern interests need

occasion to know.

wrong the government, in one sense, and
yet in another it does. The authorities
have of late been making exertions to

cally, if opportunity otters.
a

chat with

We

stepped

by, and
glean some little idea of their mode of
living. Johnny steps briskly out, with
his price list for laundry work in hand :
in to have

one near

to

but when

we,

with out blandest smile,

only dropped in for a friendly call, and to beg an item for a paper,
remarked
he said
Not

a

we

“How muchee make

putt'

for him, if it

were

pay f"
to find its
me

way into a newspaper in the form of an
advertisement. It seems to us that Boston cannot realize what a footing they are
gaining in the city. Of late a few have

who, by the way.
in form and feature exactly like the

imported helpmeets
are

there appears to be no reason why the “Heathen
Chinee” shall not grow and multiply until lie shall be “topside” the globe at all
male

portion

of the

race

so

to
The death of Hon. John H. Burleigh,
carefully guarded. There may be new of Berwick, by a sad accident, is a pub- times.
complications growing out of the present lic calamity to the, section in which he
The Old South Fair opened a few days
state of things, and possibly threatenings
lived, and which ho benefit ted by his en- •since, and w hen all the arrangements are
of a general European war.
terprise and business sagacity. lie was, completed there w ill be a rich harvest for
an able man beyond that
besides,
sphere, the eager reporter. We choose to wait
The sharp controversy that has been
and had made a
so

reputation in the national councils, where, by the standard

the question of the election
going
of Edmund Madigan or 1*. P. Burleigh,
on over

of

public estimation men so quickly find
their place, and where mediocrity never
rises above its level. As a Republican,
he had frequent occasion to differ from

Senator from Aroostook, was settled,
far as the executive council is con-

as
so

cerned,

on

Saturday. They decided that,

rejecting Eagle Lake and Van Buren,
Burleigh had a majority of fifty four

the majority, but had the satisfaction,
during his life time, of knowing that the

But the exultation of the friends of the
latter

turned to mourning,
by the further decision of that body that
Burleigh had no residence in Aroostook
County, and could not represent it. It
was

speedily

was pretty clearly shown that he had
taken up his residence in Bangor, and
had never regained a residence in Linnaeus, whence he had moved. So he fails
of a certificate.

j

brains of the party

recognizing the

were

correctness of his views.

Efforts are being made to arrange the
affairs of the Camden Savings Bank, satisfactorily to all concerned. Its deposits,
which amounted to about

$250,IKK), have
been impaired, in the judgment of the examiner, about $50,000, by unfortunate
investments.

Judge Dickerson has been

until Mother Goose is a little better.stuffed.
The Post (ittice has been stamped a great-

success, and that wonderful bridge,
which stops everybody on the street to
find out what it all means, becomes more
er

intimately associated with the Transcript
office. All Boston’s blue blood is there,
in full force, and a gayer church, outside
and in, could not be found on the face of
the earth. We shall beg leave to give
the Old Meeting House a larger space
next week.

We are fairly in a world of excitement
in the way of amusements. Concerts, of
a superior order, stars of the first magnitude at the Theatres; and Fairs, and
amateur entertainments are in constant

succession.Preparations for the new
provisions of the
play, “The Exiles,” to be brought out at
statute, to make an examination, and
the Boston this week are of magnificent
composed of Washington, Hope and Ap- scale down the deposits to a sound basis.
proportions. It is reported to be one of
pleton, have thrown out the vote of Wash- He visited Camden, on .Monday, for that
the
etiorts ever
The Governor and Council, in the matter of the representative from the class

ington, for informality, and declared Hi-

Had the vote of that
been counted, Xehcmiah Poland,
Democrat, would have been elected. We
Bliss elected.

ram

town

arc

not aware of the

particular informal-

ity which is alleged in this case; but in
the many contests which have arisen, the
points have been pretty well settled to
cover

should

justify

possible contingencies. They
be really serious departures, to

all

the disfranchisement of

a

whole

town.

illustrated monthly, conducted with
great ability, and in the richness and vaan

riety of contents, and beauty of engravings has tew, if any, rivals in the world
of literature. Those about to select their
periodicals for the coming year will do
well to consider the attractions of this

popular monthly.
Speaker Randall
public documents.

purpose.
The Cortland Advertiser is
what became of the
was

stolen at

paragraph

wondering
amputated leg that

Bangor recently.

In another

it records that “the Hammond

street clock in Bangor struck fifteen times
at six o’clock, eighteen at noon, and twen-

ty-three

at nine

o’clock, the other day.”
missing leg. Old

That accounts for the

Time has got it, and is moving lively.
The Senate of the United States has

On the fourth page of to-day’s paper
will be found the prospectus of Scribner’s
Magazine for the coming year. Scribner’s
is

under the

petitioned,

has

our

thanks for

now

its full

complement

of members, for

the first time since the southern senators
went out in 1801. Eustis, Democrat, of
Louisiana, was admitted on Monday by a
vote of

in the Journal’s notes which smacks

unbelief in

an

men

paper
cord.

the greatest
put upon
American stage. The two trained reindeers, to he used in one of the scenes,
have arrived, and are waiting the ap-

plause of critical lloston.Mumps are
prevalent. They make a world of trouble
in the camp sometimes.It has become
to publish a list

decidedly unfashionable

wedding gifts. Much feminine vanity
thereby.Lovers, who have
quarreled of late, are making violent at-

of

is curbed

tempts at reconciliation. She sees the
forty dollar earrings swinging in some

girl’s

ear; and he has visions of the

two dollar

slippers, with all the stitches

other

the dear creature put in them, on the
other fellow’s feet.The two P’s, Prince
and Pierce are causiug much discussion

anything

good article.

a

While Sir Edward Thornton was in England re
he was offered the place of British minister
at Madrid, but he preferred to remain at Wa

than the
These news-

more

don't believe all that they

The many friends of Hon.

cently.

ington.

re-

The Governor of .Maine has pardoned James I>o
hertv of Portland, in the State Prison for larceny
Charles K Gorham of Saco, and Felix Allen of Old
town, in jail for liquor selling.

How-

Joseph

ard, of Portland, formerly Judge

A large barn owned by Simou L. Cleaves.
Biddeford, and situated in Kennebunkport, wu«
destroyed by an incendiary tire Saturday morning
The dwelling was tired but not burned.

of the

..

Supreme Court, will he pained to learn
that lie died suddenly of heart disease, at
Brownfield, on Monday afternoon.
He
had just arrived by the noon train on a

Wild geese that had become exhausted by th
storm alighted in Newburt port on Mondar.
nit., and were killed
(dubs, the ram havim.’

soaked their feathers

visit to his brother, and taking an afterdinner walk, was found dead by the roadside.

eonstrueted
turn

across

■

This is tin invitation to visitors t<• the

Far

as

The

ot the Pembroke Savings Bunk
have decided that It is for the interest of tile d*
positors of that institution to dose up it affairs
and have applied io the Bank Kxaminer to rim

to call in and be

taught to stray
or milky wa\
time give the blessed old

tin* solar walk,

and at the

same

tabernacle

a

lift out of her troubles.

down east respond

A Bangor man send- the « •-miner* ml two r*
eeipts for mak.ng punch and asks the editor w.ii.

Let

is

liberally.

to

The will Ot the Ke\. Daniel lustin. who diat
Kitten- Point, bequeaths s.' «hni t
imhi t.» \ntioch
Harvard College.
olleee. V.otm
to Austin Vt-adeim
and sum totlie Mas
ui.Ui
Dodge of Massachusetts

recently

left the tower of Babel unfinished, and

Mien «‘ong.io*. ti\e years old. son of the India
doctor, died oi* Friday at Westtiehl after thru,
week-' sickness, from the bit.-.-i
Spit/ dog si
weeks ago. The complaint is pr*ui«*im*-e.| bvtle
d->'-tors as genuine hvdrophobia.

Patterson told the President that his
had wrecked tile Republican party

policy

'But if the Senator is

specimen timber, it
rotten craft from the

must

have been

The \\ uldobonf News sav-.
Fort’.ears ae
Solomon Aehorn cut otf a p’ieee ot Woodland, a:
last year he cut the second growth from the sun:
lot. using the same axe and handle. One of tn
stumps measured eighteen inches across.

a
a

beginning.

Saturday afternoon Inquiry I mted Mates Mu
sliul H‘»raee Marble arrested a man named All
Cotton, in I'ownal. who has ist been indicted h
the grand jury for -ending a threatening and
scene postal card to a resident of Portland.

The missing steamer City of Berlin,
about whirl; mueli anxiety has boon felt,

■

has arrived at Liverpool in tow of steamCity of New York. She had broken
her machinery.

L. K <'< -i 1 iu>. founder of in
oJlins line otsteam-Ts. is in abject pomork. Contributions tor his benefit
tile f■ >rm of rlie subscription purchase of his
trait. t«. I>e hung in tin- Maritime Kxehange .0
being solicited.
1

er

oinmodoiv

famous

(

in New ’i

tv

A fair young miss \cstcrduy pivstMitcd our hash
tul editor with a full blown dandelion, picked from
her front yard on India street. [ 1'orthuid Argus. Sth.

Did she have

the better of the two. Tin- editor requests th
to send in the ingredients to enable hiu
report iutelligentI\

inquirer

why they didn't complete the job.

South.

trustees

effect.

Hagop Harootun Acterian is to lecture
in Augusta, tlic Journal says
Perhaps
lie knows something about the men who

in the

that they could not tlv

A remarkable divorce suit is now in
progress i,
Bridgeport. Daniel Daytoi SI .bringing suit again-'
Caroline Dayton. >,:> year- old. on the ground
desertion and she tiling a •ounTer bill be ncgici

bridge IVoni the venerable old stole
the Milk y W av
| Boston Cost
a

metropolis

by

so

Sitting Bull is getting tired of Canada and wantto know when the
Almighty gave the Palladia
government the right to prohibit the killing
butlalo He assumes an air of supreme defiance

W e will pit the tallies in r!large ,,f' the Old South
enterprise uguiust the world. They have litemfiv

but failed to remark that his stay might

the skull dying in these places, but the
oil dressing prevented that. Dora Con-

hundred dollars to Dresser, McLcllan <V
Co., of Portland. They agreed to take

are

time. Some

one

proverbial hitch,

are

beginning in the following manner:
Mr. Frye was owing
something over a

A very large reservoir could be built, near that
of the Mathews Brothows which
supplies their
mill, where there are several never failing springs.
And the Messrs. Mathews say that a force pump
eould he put into their mill "by which the water
could be drawn from it, and forced into Main or
any other of our business streets iu greater quantity than both our engines eould throw.

notice at

lity

their

spots where there is
no feeling, where the
periosteum was destroyed, and the grafts came in direct

There

transaction, which

failing spring."

springs”

a

again

its

ment of misplaced confidence in this“never

their boilers.

century.

away by Wall Kee, just around the cornel-.
lie gave his floating trousers the

The above is the

but in every dry season
have drank it dry. The empty stone fount
at the corner of Pierce Block is a monu-

a

a

to health. Thus the entire skull was

pMKTi.ANh. Dec II. In the United States Court
day .1. F. Frye, Postmaster at Stockton, was sentenced to twenty days imprisonment in Belfast, jail
for selling postage stamps at a discount.

iu the square:
the thirsty cattle

water from

an

friends who had recently come from the
country bethought themselves to have the

to

watering trough

we

for half

culiar

“important discovery” is as old as
place. During forty

But here

increased until

factory spindle—welt

years there have been repeated attempts
to make that source furnish a regular sup-

ply

sundown

freely furnishing grafts from their arms
for the purpose. The gave liesh and blood
to sat e their patient’s life and restore her

the settlement of the

to a

respective places

and chattels on the move. They
skin, which goods
all look alike; and yet there must be a
they bridged

the space between them, and thus a
skin was produced. The operation

there

The Age thinks there are some
of water—

point.

sent out branches of live cuticle to

scalp.

formation.
taken in this city.

disagreement

the mind of

troubling

ed pieces being held in position with small
strips of plaster. In a few days the little

covered with

the chief one. according to our in
It was dissatisfaction with the risks

no

which is somewhat

the keen witted Yankee. The quiet, stealthy manner in which they slide into their

sunrise the first rays flit over the gorgeous canopy at that window, a naming
sign, “Sing Lung,’’ or the like, flaunts
over the door, and Johnny is ironing away
inside as if he had been the happy tenant

was repeated from time to time for seven
months, two of the Sisters of Charity

one nor

fires. So there is

Taking

ad-

periosteum,

new

arm.

[ Progressive Age.
That is precisely what we say.

fiesh form.

new

ner apothecary store. Startling evidences
of increasing wealth among them, particularly in these hard times, is a subject

is a strange feature. At
empty store, with its pleading placard “To Let” in the window, at
tracts the notice of the passer by.
At

over

The

only

and

gradually

his friends

school of medicine has arisen, whose patron saint is to he the figure of Bacchus,
mounted on a Jersey cow, with a keg of

over

in

their early patronage was largely due to
curiosity to have some dealing with the

each other and to the sound

If he succumbs to

under either

saw

case

grafts

may remember that “they never fail who
die in a great cause,” and thus comfort
their grief. But it is evident that a new

whiskey

But the doctor

into smaller pieces grafted them on the
or skin of the
bone, about
a quarter of an inch
apart, and in a row
about quarter of an inch from the line of
the lower edge of the wound, the engraft-

bler,

Bourbon

a

vantage of these favorable conditions and
symptoms the doctor took two pieces
from Dora’s own arm, and cutting them

with old Kentucky Bourbon.
Placing
them all together, he gives that sleightof-hand shake, ending with the rainbow
like projection of the mixture into a tum-

remedy,

not

only torn
portion of the periosteum had

destroyed.

begin

disorder.

combined disease and

In the

one.

of strong constitution—instead
of suppuration and decay—granulation

constituent, that po-

of course its victims.

an

ton

Great frauds nave been dis. •*.> «-red in tin* con
struction of The st. Lotus •
House The on
liuudrcd supposed solid
p:.-r- upoti whu h
tilt* building are to rest, have b.. found Io be
hollow and tilled with cement, rendering it danger
otis to build upon them.

from her front
yard to present to the unbashful member
of the force *

anything

Poughkeepsie girl of seventeen w:i>
a New York youth id
twenty, who -m
on.*
He married another girl, .r
twenty
by
the jilted one brought a suit for breach of promise
A

The Garden of Kdeu had fewer handsome wo
than will be seen presiding over tile (>ld South
tables. [Boston Post

pretty

men

gaged

liut the year one afforded better opportunities for judgment, according to Uen-

but tin* court decided that as he was under age
was not held by that
promise, and sic* loses but:
suit and suitor.

to

was

...

esis.

Tile House has passed a bill appropriating S’di
the benefit of two girls captured bv the Cite'
Indians
The precedent established by th.
While Mr. 1 )rinkwater, of the Ellsworth I
bill
was quite important, as the -AiMX) are to I.
I
American, will be absent at the Legisla- ! taken from the Indian fund. Congress thus cot;
pels tin* Cheyennes to make reparation for the 11
ture, the paper will be conducted io Mr. jury done out of their own annuities.
j
The
must
Philistines
look
out.
Sampson.
A funny incident
happened at a theatrical pc
fonnancc iu Spnngtield one night last week
What is more delirious than a dish of fresh ovs
physician sat in the parquet, with a bottle of m.-d
icinc. containing ammonia, in
his hip pocket
ters[Skowheeuu Reporter.
Sud.icnlv the cork popped out. with a report hi.Two dishes of 'em.
a pistol.
A number of ladies behind the doer
were badly frightened, iu tin* indict that a revolve:
had been discharged, and the doctor rushed out
The Fisheries Award.
get rid of the unpleasantness.

j

tor

enno

Tiie Bangor Whig contains the followletter on the subject of the Fisheries

ing

Award, which the editor states is from the
pen of one of the most prominent citizens
of Western Maine, who is thoroughly
familiar with the history and heatings of
relations with the British Provinces:
To the Kditor of the Whig ami ( ouricr
The live and a half millions must 1m> paid--there
our

is no doubt about that: the honored' the United
Stales is involved. But the country is not stopped
from saying wlmt. it knows to be true, (and what it
knows that the Dominion knows to be true.) to
wit,: That it has been swindled. In many rases
it is impossible to fix with certainty the just coni
pensatiou ; there arc elements which ran never U*
fully discounted, the data arc uncertain ami the
This
best estimate can onh be shrewd guess.
was in
some measure the case in the
\labama
question But in the matter of fisheries there was
no such margin for doubt
The quantities caught
from year to year and the value of the fish, were of
ami
easy
unquestionable proot. Judged l»\ any
data upon any intelligent and honest
possible
oasis, the amount due from the United States could
not have reached half a million of dollars.
But an
award of even this sum would, upon all the tacts,
have been flagrantly unjust, for it is no venture to
say that an honest and disinterested merchant mu
not be found, who upon examination of the facts,
would say that the greater benefit did not accrue
to the Provinces.
Such, 1 happen to know, was
one year ago the opinion of leading merchants in
the Lower Provinces, ami of prominent officials of
(ireat Britain.
There is not a fishermau in New
Brunswick or Nova Scotia who would consent to
! have the treaty revoked and things placed as they
t were although there should be no payment by the
United States for the fishing privileges.
1 trust that while voting to pay the awurd. our
Senators and Representatives will thoroughly venOne thing at least
tilate and expose its injustice
can be done, and that is t.» <ri\e notice for tin* t.-r
initiation, at the earliest period allowed by the
treaty, of this clause. leaving with Congiv» the
right to impose a duty on all fish thereafter im
ported. In this way only ran justice to our own
And let our Senators be can
fishermen lie done
tioned to scan well the provisions of any so called
Reciprocity Treat) that may h presented in he
half of the Dominion, lest it pro vs as the last one
did. to be simply a device for supplying us with
the surplus products ot Uanada on terms that dis
criminate against our own farmers and producers.
Under that treaty onlv Canadian surpluses were
provided lor. The United States received of Can
ada ten dollars to one—(if I remember aright Unofficial figures showed even a greater disparity)
that Uanada received of the United States; for tintreaty covered wood, lumber, grain etc., etc., of
which Canada did not buy a dollar's worth. N<treaty that is equitable, which gives as well a>
takes, which permits American surpluses, our |
manufactures, etc., to lie imported into Canada
duty free, will ever receive tin* approval of Can
No other should ever obtain that of this
ada.

A man mine '. Spiegel, who formed one >:
partv of six attacked by Indians a >h »rt time sir.ee
rode up to Meyer s ranch**, six miles from «f->«■ k
Pity, with an Indian corpse at tin* end of a lariat
the other end of which was fastened to the pou
mel «*f his saddle
He reported that In- was en
gaged in a running tight with three Indians, tw
of whom he wounded and the third .tecoinj.auic
him as above stated

..

|

i

The Kockland Free Press says that (b n Tillso
has employed in the construction of 1, is wharf
two vessels
with steam hoisting apparatus
11
will continue work through the winter, as
weather permits. As flu* water is much more
clear than iu summer, it enables the men to plat
the stone below the surface of tin water wit!,
When completed, the whai*
greater precision.
will he nine hundred feet in length, rive hiindre*'.
feet of which is already completed
now

Fred.

Frost

Northtield. last week, attempte

to perform a new tr ie whe h :i
mid sure. s>f,.
practise*I a number of times, of cocking his gui
and strikmg tin* hammer *»n the cap without **\
ploding it. Feeling sure of su»*ee>s on this occ.t
•don. he placed the muzzle in his mouth and cock
iirn the gun with his foot -napped the hammer->*
the cap. The "un was discharged and the coi
tents passed through his head, killing him instant
which he was ;
ly. H• tell lioiii the fence
His am* w a
ting, backwards, breaking his neck

about 17 yearWreck

ol’

Tin* Kocklaud

the

of the loss oi scliooin
port, obtained by (apt
who visitril t!i• se. if
wh

!'•

in

a

!:

Frank

• m/efte
r

th!i> 1

Jameson.

trives further purfieularFrank Jaim-.-o;,.
rlit!

I! ,ii!
!h»-

»n«Eit

t

o
u

!•-•

»n

k

011

a

’•

•wner-

Slu-

drift*-

bar oil’ tin

o
flic lin
ac'-apeake Haw
her. lmt hi l not understand ih.it
wa> m trouble, notwithstanding th d
t horn w.iblown aml torch burned.
\t dayhuht 11..-v mu
iii.it tht* sea was breakim

northern entrance

keepers

saw

clinging

to

■

the rii'-'inft

Bebue ant <-ouhl be

r»-u

ilercil. the 111**11 wriv ah wasln-.; ..|f a: i iI’mwi
The hoy \\ i 11 mill Wed earn asmev on the hoiisi
in an insensible eondition. ami w i' sue I
He
trive.s the follow
On
very

iceoiinr

:iur

of th-- wreck

Saturday ni^ht iln- vessel was struck hi
heavy sea which broke her patent steering-

KtVorts were nuh to >i11j• tin* span
apparatus
tiller, but without siu-e«-ss
Utempts were then
made to steer her with tin •'ini-' amt work her otf
shore, hut these were a!>o fruitless tin- vessel
drifting in toward the hn-akers and striking
tin* sand har>
The small auelior was let a u hut
failed to hold her. a hawser was next bent mi lieIn-dire and that was let *ro. lmt without imv **tVeei
Finally the lain anchor was let i_r<\ which held
her. but by tnis tin-- *•!!•• w a- ill the heaviest of the
.•
!
U• j*In ad to tin- m*h
breakers, and eouhl
breaking o-i !>.•:
but lay side on tile bar. tie-e
t-e
'fhe
wore
in
night
away
desperate efforts and
country.
The people of Maine, at least, have not forgotten
hopeless waiting for rescue The crew were in tie
the Dutch award in the Northeastern bounds')
rigging or «-1 intriiitr to tin* weather rad Tie- cook
flu*
in
arbitrator
found
Highlands
finally said he eoulil hold on no longer, and leaned
question. The
Wjm*u
toward the house and win swept away
the bed of tin* St. John River.
What tin* Senate could do honorably it did speed- daylight came, the captain and mate set to work
ily. It rejected tin* award, saying that the Kingot
trying to lash seven oars together. to make a sort
\\
saw
of tloat to aid in saving themselves
Netherlands, to whom the reference had been
made, luul before the decision, become the King of that a sea had started tin; houv ami called to the
latter t-d.
Holland, only, and thus a dependent on (ireat
captain that it wou.d w-. but
work of lashni;
notice of it and went on woh a
Britain.
the oars. Another a aim- and carried the house
The award of the King was made U» years ago.
and it is not to be wondered at that our treat)
away, and Weed lumped upon d as it went. ( apt.
Jameson shouted for him to hold on and by pavmakers had forgotten what cam** of leaving a suit
to the decision of a dependency of Knglaml ii i sdj ; ing his arm through the hrok -n skylight he was
If they hail not. they would have guarded. 1 think. ; able to i-limr to the w reck of the house rill it drift
ed ill w here he w as rescued.
A. B. U.
against such a contingency in is;d.
'fhe life savins' station at that point was not
The National I'nion, edited by lion. manned at that time
Had it been, it is believed
.■

>

■>

'-

John Lynch, formerly Republican mem
her of Congress from tin* first Maine district, has the following in regard to Hen.
IJutler, the new senator from South Carolina
A more intellect mil face and head do<s nut adorn
the Senate-board: and one look into his clear, blue
eves—with us at least—dissipates all suspicion
that their owner could have had any part or lot in
the ‘‘Hamburg massacre." or any other cruel or
Most earnestly we could wish that
mean thing.
General Butler were a Bepiibliean; but for this
much we are glad -that he is a clean and honor
able gentleman, and has a constituency behind
him. We are not unaware that many of our read
ers will dissent from our estimate of the character
of General Butler, the belief being very general
that he was greatly responsible for the cowardly
and wicked murders at Hamburg. General But
lor and his friends deny all participation on his
part in that brutal aft ray, and contend that he did
his utmost to prevent, it : and we have written as
we have concerning the gentleman, m the full be
lief that the charges against him are not sustained
by the testimony.

that the lives of ail

mi

hoard might have been

amoks.
It is a no
Thk Flock Hcsinkss \t
table fact that the farmers in this section of the
State have been of late paying more attention to
wheat raising than usual, ami in fact, more than
Sima* tile Camden Crist Mill Co. have
ever before.
put is a dour mill, there has been a constant in
The mill has been run
crease in the wheat crop.
niug night and day for several weeks, and last
week it had some five hundred bushels waiting its
turn, and a telegram from Hluehill asking when
two hundred bushels in one lot could he ground.
For a radius of thirty miles farmers bring their
wheat to this mill, and have it made into the very
nicest dour, and the probabilities are that they
The farmers
will raise more next year than this
in the west part of Camden have raised large crops,
and in view of an increase, we learn that Mr. Lamp
son intends putting up a dour mill, on his privilege,
at West Camden, in time for next season. [Herald.

It is possible that the above contains a
valuable hint to Belfast, and that some
of the spare water and steam powers in

this city might be profitably employed in
forty-eight yeas to eight nays—
Lily Youlandof Lisbon, threw a bundle of her the manufacture of
negative votes being those of Allison* in
flour, and thus the
and
is
the
other
Cradle
clothes
out
of
the
window
and
the
Old
night,
city politics,
then walked down stairs, out of the door and into growth of wheat promoted.
Cameron, of Wisconsin, Hamlin, Howe,
having an immense rocking thereby. An Fred Worth's carriage, which started for Bruns
Ingalls, McMillan, Morrill and Saunders.
who was opposed to the match,
wick.
annex, in shape of a brilliant carriage, followedTier father,minutes later.
Boston Municipal Election.
At Brunswick.
twenty
Mr. Robbins of the Dexter Gazette, traveling the street through the day, pla- Mr. Youland searched the Pullman traiu. which
Dec. 11. Returns from all the
was on the
point of starting for Boston; but the j Boston,
has taken a partner, and that paper will carding a Prince or Pierce rally there,
young people were watching him, and as he left wards of the city, give Pierce, Republihereafter be published by Robbins & has fairly driven the rival Corn Extermi- the train, they stepped ou from the other side. can, for Mayor, 25,033; Prince, DemoThey were married the next morning. The Lisbon j
2,151. Last
Herring. Mr. H. is to be the business nator into the back alleys.Over eight people think that Mrs. Worth lias made a good crat, 22,882: Pierce’s majority
3000
about
had
Prince
majority.
year
were
landed
bundles of rattan
the

man, while Robbins will wield the quill.
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The store of Mansfield Clark.
Isiesboro. was recently destroyed by fire, with all its contents, in
sured for *1500.

a

i.l.lition to the railroad station
house, the telwire along the Belfast road will
city ofl.-'e of the Western rnion in Me
-'ek Block
v

Sunday evening
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employed in stretching the tele
along the Belfast railroad, reached this
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It will connect with the
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Critehett tad Mr. Chipman. the latter for fifteen
years Mr. Lane's head salesman, have entered into
a eo
partnership, in that part of the business formerly conducted by Mr. Lane, having bought him
out.
Mr. Critehett will continue 1" manufacture
the shoes, and Mr Chipuuin will remain at the old
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The Hkakt Kkokkatok is for sale by druggists
\!\v-B
at >d cents and >1 per bottle.
x*ills,

was

’*.*»(H* in gold and silver to the on. it
been areatl\ exaggerated. It is what is called
’’'"tldei am. and has heen worketl down about
\ huge boulder. rich in mineral, is
'•••riity feet
and. after m i»■ <•!j nothing valuable is realized
all
another boulder is reached. The mine is
extent, ami if a permanent lead is found,
trge
m.-h a.' a mine near In has. its wealth Mill be almost. untold.

vielding

■'
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Daniel Piteli'-r.
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Supposed
partially

relatives and friends
gifts upon the aged pail.
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tunning rigging.

All

were

taken

on

telegram

board the

Keeling and lauded in Baltimore. The Eveline
loaded at Bangor for Jacksonville, w ith a cargo of
hay, potatoes, and a general assortment of provisions. and sailed from Belfast Nov. 19th. She
was owned in this
city by the captain, James,
1
apt. Fred A. and Abner Gilmore, W. 11. Hall.
Geo

G.

Pierce, C. J. Hall, M. R. Cooper, P.

Moody, theC.

M.

K. Thornbs estate and 0. W. Pitcher.
she was eight tears old, built in
Sullivan, and
valued at about $5000. There was no insurance
UP°D the vessel, except the captain's interest.

tools Ac..
an

were

incendiary

destroyed.
Loss SoOO.

insured.
On

two

The town authorities

1

1

warming; drink.

In reading a hymn to be sung, one Sunday utter
noon, a New York minister recently said*. "Y-m
may omit, the fourth verse: 1 don’t believe its
true."

Consumption

Cured.

old physician, retired from practice, having
had placed in his hands by an Last India mission
ary the formula of a simple vegetable remedy, lor
the speedy and permanent cure of consumption,
bronchitis, catarrh, asthma, and all throat and lung
attentions, also a positive and radical cure for
nervous debility and all nervous complaints, after
having tested its wonderful curative powers in
thousands of eases, lias felt it his duty to make it
known to his suffering fellows. Actuated by this
motive, and a desire to relieve human suffering. 1
will send, free of charge, to all who desire, this
recipe in Herman. French, or English, with full
directions for preparing and using. Sent by mail
by addressing with stamp, naming this paper. \\
XV. Sherar. Pit* Powers' Block. Rochester, V Y.
An

are

1

|

!
blowing at the time, and many other buildings
the vicinity were endangered, but owing to the |
dampness and the persevering efforts id' the tiremen. the flames were confined to that building,
which was entirely consumed, together with near
4w SA.
ly all the furniture and wearing apparel of the oe
Did you ever notice liow sensitive are the ears
who
also
Merrill.
William
occupied of a woman in church to the
cupauts. Air.
crying of some other
woman’s baby, and how deafer than a post she is
a part of the house, only succeeded in saving a few
when her own offspring sets up its piercing squall!
household goods, and a portion of his wife’s cloth
[Church Tnion.
ing. The house was insured.During the storm
It Has Stood the Test.
of the same night, the schooner Afay Queen, loaded
If you doubt the wonderful success of Sii turn's
with lumber for Searsport and Belfast, lying at .1.
( oNsr m I’TioN (Vkk, give it a trial; then if you are
II. Lane’s wharf, sprung a leak and filled. She has not satisfied, return the bottle* and we will refund
the
blocks
the price paid. It has established the fact that
on
since been discharged and hauled
Consumption can be cured, while for Coughs.
for repairs.Work has been suspended on the
Hoarseness. Asthma. Whooping Cough, and till
Pendleton ship.Mr. Goodenough delivered the
Lung or Throat troubles, there is nothing like it
in

Baltimore, under date of I>ec. 71li, announced
Hint tin* captain and crew of schr. Eveline, of Bel
•|s' abandoned at
sea, had been lauded in that

carried awav. when the sea pitched the mast out
«»f the step, and in falling
ripped up the deck for
ward.
iShe soon tilled, became waterlogged and
unmanageable. The selir. 1). F. Keeling coming
along the crew abandoned the Eveline, after taking
the sails, which were new, and a part of the

farming

7th.

Skahni’OKT.
Thursday nioruiug about two
o'clock, a lire broke out in the house owned and
occupied by Mrs Cyphers. A furious gale was

:,'om

ity. On Monday James Oilmen*, the audit, re
lvcd a letter from < apt. Burd. from which we
■earn additional
particulars. Tin* captain states
'but he abandoned his vessel in one of the recent
-aies, one hundred miles east of t ape Hatteras, in
tin- Ouif stream.
The head of the foremast was

at

Wood

stealing the pocket

Friday evening. Dee.

A most delk'IUt'ul and
\Moan's .1 \.n u< \ tii.noki:.

second of a series of lectures here last Thursday
evening, and it is hoped they will be continued,
as he has met with sufficient encouragement to
warrant a success.On Monday morning about
half past six, the main steam pipe in the spool
factory of Geo. Merrill <fc Sou. burst near its con
nectiou with the engine, filling the engine house

compelling Webber, the engineer,
to escape through the rear window, which he
fortunately found before he inhaled the steam,
with steam, and

w'hich
door.
ruined.

dense that he could not find the
The main belt, costing about #50. was

was

so

for

a

quick

and

positive

cure,

as

it

never

tails.

10

and *1 per bottle. If vour Lungs
Chest or Back lame, use Shiloh’s Porous
25
cents. Sold by Richard H. Moody.
Plaster, price
I)k. Shiloh's System Vitalizkr is no doubt
the most successful cure for Dyspepsia anil Liver
otherwise we
Complaint we have it.everIn known,
cases of
could not guarantee
Consumption,
where General Debility. Loss of Appetite and (Jon
regulate the sys
stipation exist, it will restore andthe
intiamination
tern while Shiloh’s Cure allays
and heals the lungs. Price 75 cents. Solti by
Richard II. Moody.
Hackmetack. a rich and fragrant perfume.
Sold by Richartl H. Moody, Belfast. Me., else
where by dealers generally

cents. AO rents
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IN THE PRICES OF

STARTLING

one

Hayford Opera House,

Christmas Night, December 25/77. Gold Watches &
Bangor Orchestra,

Professor Parkers Pleasant Worm
sab- aud eKtrenmd palatahh-.
I'oMs j;, cent
uired
<]
Tr.vit.

Svrup

is

Phi:

to all
■

w

Invalids. Iron
Svut

]•

a

Direct from the Manufactories.

(.'all the attention of their Customers to

I

•s"bl only

t«.

TICKETS.

Spectators

tflp.

Gallery,

the

35 Cts.

or

Cts.

-----

!

N«. peivn nil! be admitted lo the Llall Floor
rotoxi.le «»f Iron, strikes at, tin* root of dis
f
by supplying the Mood with its vital priimi during the evening, unless holding a Ball Ticket
i'osiaiu'" three da vs i:i advance at Wood
pic or life ••lenient iron. TIP.- is the secret ..f the
wonderful sueee<s of this remedy in curing dvs
cock's.
pepsia. Liver (Y»inplaint.l>rops\ < Tronic Diarrhoea
Hr Fiat! <if Ki*. « rved S*-at o ien at M .deni k
Boils. Nervous \ Ifeetions. <'lulls and Fevers. Hu
on and after \\ cdncsday, Ihu
I »th.
mors. Lo.'S of ( Mist itutional \ igor. diseases of the 1
kidneys and Bladder Female <’omplaints. and all j
disc-uses originating in a bud state of the Mood or |
!
,t
low
date of the
aeeompailied !*\ debilih
annua! meeting of tlie
IPountlry
nptlK
system.
< o. w ill be held at their office Monday, the 4th 1
&
ol lx-e., for the purpose of ele ning officers lur the
j
A St. Luiiis paper
dis«-u->11,:• the question,
enduing year, making am alterations n the B\- |
"does it hurt u mull to hang him
di course it
l aw- a
may be .suggested, and acting upon any !
does : it ruins him. | Worcester Press.
other business that may come belore iheni.

the

a

25 Cts.

50

ever
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Wo quote choice Now N ork and \'or
fall butt or at
choice creameries at *J*sa
•|4e ; good long dairies at :JOa'. v: choice Wt .stern
dairies at -On ’Jc; Western mill butter at l-’alle lor
common, ami lialt‘»c per l!> tor fair lots.
Cm i-.si —We quote line Western and Northern a’
1'J l-Jai.ic per lb, good do at llalW; line and fancy
factory at l.'!al.“. 1 .'c, and common and medium at ha
11c per lb
K<.i,
We quote I .astern eggs at .oa^de. Northern
at d-laJdc, and W estern at hr'.'ie per do/., with non
and then a choice mark at Me.
Bkans—Mediums are dull at
tK'a’ 10 per bush.
Yellow eves range from
^JaJ du, and P<a beaufrom $2 ooav 2b per hush, with a limited impure foi
all grades.
PorLTLiv— The market is linn for choice Chicken
at ldal7c, and Turkeys s* 11 at about the same
price.
Fowls and common Chicken? range from loalte;
J>ucks at lual4e. and Cleese at salOc.
Aiti.i;s
The market i? steady, with a moderate
demand at
‘Jdad ho per hbl tor choice lruit. Com
mon apples are selling at 8 -' 70a3 "
per bbl, and
choice and winter fruit from store is held at *4 00
per bid.
l*ora 1'oks—Potatoes are dull at prices ranging
from 4su;‘>0c for Bangor and Northern Jacksons, and
55afit>e per hush for Hose and choice Uoulton Jackrl'KK

At 6c Per Yard.
Sold

BLACK CASHMERES!

Academy.!

Iliinriiiir
O

46 inches wide, 51.00 Per Yd.

«

Former Price, .$1.25.

A T

Hayford

Hall.

Announce* his hirst Insson

38 inches

ou

Tuesday Evening. Dec. 18,18)7.
A

Price, 82

1-2c.

36 inches

wide, 50c. Per Yd.
Former Price, 62 1-2c.

CLOTHS!

Largest

Size

BLANKETS!
At S3.50 Per Pair.
a slight IMPK K F la I'lOV
Wurth S|..Ml Pci Pair.

Suliject

Colored Cashmeres!

Hull "4141411,
Registered So. V081, A. .1
fret. a..\
old,
wantNM^ffiX^^.veai
MMgM ing a firm clan animal, \\ ill please
communicate at once,
dig out my stock.

as

1

am

36 inches wide, in all Shades,
50c. Per Yd. Former price
67 1-2 Cents.

clos

aRiHUR KEAGAN.

Gal.

or

SALE!

«*rM*v

Frospect Ferry, Dec. 1(», 187?.- tf.‘!

1.)

2000 Yards Remnants

RUSSIA
At

.ALSO

White Corn Flour,
Oat Meal and Graham,

Dried

Apple, Apple Sauce,

Seed,

Pop Corn,

Bird

|

Bargain.

Matelasso

At 14 Cents Per Yard.

38 inches wide, 80c Per Yard.
Regular price, $1.00.

New Lot choice

CRASH!

Tremendous

DRESS GOODS!

t Bottle Breen.

Navy Blue, Seal Browa,

a

Splendid Style

MERINOESI

Five Hundred Yards

GREY FLANNELS!
The above I

Selling

am

at the

Lowest Prices.

Ladies Read This!
am to take

Stock in
sell the
;

Account of

few weeks, will

a

< >

following

named

Knickerbockers. Prints.

!

Blankets,

>af>
pea,bush $ 'J.ikn •'•o Lamb per ib
Medium S'MOa’J.J') Lamb Skins
$l.uoal..'»o
1 ellovv Kyes MOai.'o Mutton per lb
..if
1..
JJuJf Oats per bush
Butter per lb
4. Potatoes per bush
Beef per lh
l.>a.">o
f'.a70 Bound Hog peril)
Bariev per bush
naV
1 ?al ’> Straw per ton
Cheese per ll>
$f.onus.no
mi 10 turkey per lb
Mal t
Chicken per lb
lo Veal per Ib
iiai
Calf Skins per ll>
said
Ib
Wool
washed
11*
b
Duck per
per
ariit \V ool unwashed per lb -‘jo
Eggs per do/
ll<
7a>
Wood
hard
l..riOu.">.oo
Fowl per
$
Ceese per lb
mi 10 Wood soft
$;',.uon.‘!..'>n

Vests and Pants!

JAS. W. CLARK'S, 3 Phenix Row.

NOTICES

CARD.
We desire to thunk t lie Engine (oinpuin and citizens of Seursport for services rendered :it tin* hum
in" of our buildings on tin* night of 1
.>111, and

Felt Skirts. &c.,

Seursport. In*'*, lo, 1 .>77.

OA/IAID.

To all wlio an* m tiering ''mm tin* error- and indiscretions of youth, nervous weakness, «*arly decay,
loss of manhood. Ac.. 1 will send a recipe that will
I his great reined\
cure you, I* 111*’.I. <» F * HAKtiK.
was discovered by a mi-s unary in South America.
to
the
Rt;\ Josi ru
Send a self-addressed envelope
T. Inman, Sf't/ion I>, Ilibh Hons- A'«■//• )0r/:.
ly 17

Goods that

were

In Providence, U. I., l)«*c. 1st, by Rev. II 1. Cusliman, Mr. James VV. Hodgdon of Boston and Miss
Isa l.. McDonald of Belfast.
In Hope, .Nov. 29th, Mr. \Y. \V. Tower, of Bel
tnond, ana Miss Susie A. Hilt, of Hope.
lu Camden, Nov. .'Mb. Mr Henri H. Tenton ol
Menson, Mass to Mi-s Abbi** M. Barker, of Camden
In West Camden, Nov ~’S, Mr. Uicbard N. Thorn
dike, and Miss Mary 1 Paul, both of Camden.
In Belmont. Nov. .".'th, Mr. Hurbert E. Frohock of
Belfast, and Miss Frances S. Ames of Belmont, also
Mr. Daniel W. < 'ressx and Miss AhbieM. Bachelder
both of Belmont
In Union, Nov.
'.d, Mr. Dell B. Ripley and Miss
Sibyl A. McCorrison both ot Appleton. Nov. iRd,
Mi. Edwin P. Irish and Miss ;Sarah
Pelton, both
ot Appleton ; also Mr. Emerson 1. Shuman, of Rockland, ami Miss Nancy Newcomb, of Warren.
In Ellsworth, Oct. 19th, Mr. Eugene Closson of
Bluehill, and Miss Aimed.i .Jane Bowden of Hancock.
In Ellsworth, Nov. 17th, Mr. S. II. Cray of .Sedgwick, and Miss Elmira (irindle of Bluehill.
In Ellsworth, Nov. J.»lh, Mr. Henry A. Cray and
Miss Lidia J. Saunders, both of Orland.
Swan's Island, Nov. 19th, Mr. Emery E. Joyce and
Miss ornelia K. Barbour, both of Swan's Island.
lit Newport, R. 1., Dec. *sth,<». E. Stevens of Newport, and Miss Orali Addle, daughter of John E.
Blake, formerly of Belfast.

excellent in

I

quality.

Quality Kid Clones

Best
$

1. a O

100 Dz. Gents

Large

Those Goods are slightly imperfect but very cheap.

BON TON CORSETS!
99c,

or one cent

$2.00, 2.50, 3.00.
1 l x >N

la »OTs,

All Ladies

2,00.

HI '!' I’DN Hi

u

>Ts.

I'd

Mill n »L

III IN

RememhiT th

Best Skein Yarn 22c.

Ball 18c.

Flare, under tli<- Sign «>1 the

Ifjyou

Consisting

of

Overcoats,

$4.50, $6.50, $7.50

from

SMOKERS SETTS

and

Fine Bronzes. Creolyte Ware.
HYACINTHS
Growing in Glasses Ready to Itlomi.

specialty.

Ornamental Lava Flower Pots.
Stag, Wolf, and Fox Heads
For I lining Rooms.

Also tlit* 1>KST Stock ol

(JOOD

A

N F. W

ottered in the city.
STOCK

that should be

factory

entirely

Satis-

to ALL!

K. F. WELLS.

IN

all tint rage.

Wristers 15c. & 25c.

count, and I will Sell at Prices

THING

Toilet Setts and Ring Trays.
Gilt & Glass Candlesticks,

ol

Variety, 2c & up

Reduced in order to take Ac-

UeniiantoNN

l!

\\ orsteds!

Remnant Prints!
Yards

Good Style Just

Received!

CARPETIN&S!
No better Christmas Gilt can
be made than one of our Best
Style LOWELL CARPETS.

always

<>u

Games and many Presents for
the Children.

hand.

The

Carpetings, Oilcloths, Window
SHADES AND FIXTURES!
am

prepared

LOW PRICKS

ple

as

to

to

will induce peo-

I if REMEMBER THE PLACE,

j

supply

SHAWLS!
ed Prices !

Cotton Flannels!
Splendid Qualities! Varying

in

Price from 10 to 20c per yd.

DRESS GOODS!
Now is the time to secure Special Trades in Dress Goods,
as our All Wool Goods
are to be closed out
r ega rdless of
P r o fi t.

of Standard articles,

Wallets and the Like,
is Unsurpassed.

soil at such

buy.

11 Cts. Per Yard.

Carpetings, Oil Cloths,
Hemps, Straw Mattings,
Baskets, Bird Cages, Writing Curtains, Curtain Fixtures,
Feathers &c.,
Besks, Perfumes, Diaries,
on hand.

Also, all lilt' Variutius of

Which 1

Only

Our Large Assortment Shawls
to be closed out at Reduc-

STVI.K

Elegant Stork Vases.
Upwards.
Great variety in Majolica Ware.
Suits from $8 to $14 & upwards

ever

Immense Stock is to be

Son’s,

WIhmv you can furnish the whole family
with i’rrtty (Sifts for :t small sum.

CLOTHS !

Haii* Hoods &c., &c.

Good
Splendid Cloaking!
Style! St.75 Per Yard.

Wainsutta 11-1 Cotton!

A I

Wm. 0. Poor &

and Well selected Stock of

The Best in the Market, to
close out at 87 cts.

This

want to Retrench on

l>K< H’ IN

KEEP S SHIRTS

Scratch My Back 5c.

A

No. 78 Main Street.

a

In an Endless

At 62 Cents Per Yard.

2000

LOW PRICES!

BOYS’ SUITS ANU OVERCOATS

D OLLS

our

All Wool Cassimere!

H, H. Johnson & Co.

iloii'l's,

White Boot.

Big

invited to Call
secure a BarSelection is

broken,

$1.00, f.25, 1.35.
MISSES

are

and Examine, to
gain before the

NEW

Lamb’s Wool, do. 15c & 16c.

WOOLENS!

Do not fail to Examine

A Full Assortment of Shades
constantly on hand.

under all at

Germantown Worsted lie. Per Oz.

Style!

ItOo'i s.

price.

any

S|nrialt\ of I .allies'

RIGHT FROM NEW YORK.

I'lii' subscriber bin just returned from
N KW \ oKK with a \T.R\ I.AKdK

Obituary notices, beyond the Dili« Xante, and .lye
must b>- paid for.)
In this city, Dec. 5th, Dimer S., son of John \V.
and Minnie E. Nash, aged 2 years and 10 months.
In Northport, Nov. 1st, Mrs.Subra K. Brown, aged

Rockland, Dec. 1st, Sarah N., daughter of Wm.
F. and Sarah French, aged 14 years, 10 days,
In Rockland, Nov. 20th, Hannah S., wife of Win.
Ramsey, aged 50 years. 0 months and 20 days
In Sr. George, Dec. 3d, Katie G., wife of Elbridge
Averell, aged 32 years and 7 months.
In Cushing, Nov. 27th, Miss Lucy E. Ifyier, aged
17 years, 4 months and 1 day.
In Bluehill, Nov. Oth, Nettie A., only child of
John C. and Martha J. Lord, aged 1 year 3 months.
In Penobscot, Nov. 23d, Wendall, aged 3 years 0
months, only son of Beni. H. and T.endie L. Cush

4.00.

Size Hemmed

Linen Handkerchiefs,
10c, 11c, 12c, 15c, and up.

a

Latest

$1.25. i.35, i.60.

tlfincLkeroliiefs
16c, 22c. 50c and up.

Silk

mal-.a

r

l's.

and 200.
LADIES' SERGE I. U.'E Bill ITS.

Very

ui<*n*

&c.

CLO AKS

$1.50, 1.75,

lYlottoes, Largest Size 3c.

72 years and 3 months.
In Ellsworth, Nov. .'10th, Mrs. Jane Haddison,
aged 84 years and (> months.
In Hope. Nov. 23d, Mrs. Naucy, wife of Ephraim
Day son, aged 73 years.
In Rockland, Nov. 30th, Giovanni llattistoni, aged

Mi

ITT > N

L \ DIES' G» lAT HI

LADIES' SERGE

DIKI).
(

Hi

$1.75 and

MAURI K 1).
In Mobile, 1 n*c. 1st, b) Rev. Mr Eoury, Mr. tieo.
W. Chase of this city, and Mi s Florence I. lierri
man of Cainbridgeport, Mass.
In Freedom, Dec. tith, at the residence of the
bride’s father, hy Rev. W. 1 Chase, Mr. Dexter W.
Turner of Palermo, and Miss Marx .1. Carrot Free.

V>

P.nolS,

GALE

LADIES’ KID HI

bought very cheap and

offices since.

Mi!S. IE B. CYPHERS
I
S CYPHERS.

I'llll'K

MEN'S

$2.50, 3.25, 3.75,
are

Per Pair.

CLOAKINGS!

MEN'S

They

were pur-

mcmlifr tin* I’ri«*r ;tiul ilo m>l pay

GENTS

$2.75, 3.00, 3.50, 3.75.

(»:;
Onions per lb
Oil Kerosene per gal.
Pollock per lb
1 7a ’» I
Pork Backs per lb
1
Plaster per bbl
$1.0 i
::
Bve Meal per ib
1
Shorts per ct
$1 '.’f>
>o
I. per bush
Salt,
'.'
1
lb
’Jail
Sugar per
Wheat Meal
ta >

K.

Shawls,

Repellents, Cloakings,

RUBBER GOODS!

Market.

goods

BON TON CORSETS!

Shirting Flannels.

SHOES,

Misses

At Prices that

The

White Flannels,

Barpns!|argains!

Beans

wear.

Cotton and Wool Dress Goods.

Goods at

Our entire Stock of Ladies’ and

list" liiM's

Only $LOO

$2.00
BOOTS,'

l

-1 NT-

at

Selling

are

lu-

FURS !
Have just Purchased a LARGE
Assortment cf LOW PRICED
FURS for Ladies and Misses
chased in Job Lots, and will
be offered the trade at LOWEST PRICES!

Long Shawls!
they

l

\ <

12 1-2c. Per Yard.

48,

i,
We si lull also

Which

Only

50, & 62 1-2 Cts. per yard.
Regular price,65 & 75c.

BELFAST.

High Street,

As I

In all Fashionable Shades.

Job Lot of

a

w o
13

All Wool French Novelties!

Have Just Closed Out

*•

man.

25 Pairs

lw.»l.

FOR,

Large Lot

;i

For Sale by the Bbi.

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT
Corrected Weekly for the Journal
15v C. 11. Saucknt, No. s Main Street.
Produce Market.
Prices paid Producers.
Slj.oi.iall no
Apples, hush, $l.oual *>o Hay, ton,
dried per lb
7a'.' Hides per lb,
01 -J

n

ot those

more

COTTON

67 1-2c per Yd

J. C. WHITTEN

hast, Dec. 11. is;;.

rnmnmtmnmB

—

A

wide,

Former

:

of 1lessons.

course

3000 Yards

At 4 Cents Per Yard-

Market.

WkDNKSDAY. L)ee. 7.
Amount ot stock at market—Cattle ••hhg; Sheep
and Lambs 4_'00; S-.vine ‘JSOO; number Western
Cattle 13-40; Lastern Cattle hoj, Milch Cows and
Northern Cattle •J50.
Prices of Beet Cattle per 100 lbs, live weight
Lx
tra quality s$d 717 l-tiati d-j l.y; first quality $7 S7 lea
t'. lb ; second
quality $7 ;'>«»a7 in l-J; third quality $1 77
a7 -j? 11; poorest grade ot coarse Oxen, Bulls. &c
$7 5oa4 '-'j.
Brighton Hides >'c per lb
Brighton Tallow da
f) l-ncper lb. Country Hides 7 1-Ja7c
per lb; Country
fallow 7 1 Jo per lb.
Call skins lOallc per lb.
Sheep and Lamo Skins 77ea$l each.
Working Oxen—There has been a fair supply of
Working Oxen at market for the week, most.l> from
Maine, with a moderate demand. W e quote sales of
i pr, girth f» ft. 0 in, 1m weight ‘Mod lbs,
1 pr.
four year old steer.-, girth 0 ft, J in, live weight, yj"o
1 pr, girthd ft, 7 in, Steers, $7'-; 1 pr, girth
lbs,
o ft, lo iu, live weight, ‘JSOO lbs, $ I-.’7. 1 ]»r. girth (•
ft d» in, live weight, g.'OO lbs, $100. 2 prs. girth o ft
ill, live weight J-K.0 lbs, $77.
Store Cattle—Yearlings $l1ald; two year olds $1*'
ii-7; three year olds $‘J7a$17 per head. Prices for
small Cattle depend much upon their value for Beef
Milch Cows —Prices do not vary much from week
to week.
Good Cows most always command fair
prices, ranging from $J.7a 100 per head.
and
Lambs—All the Sheep and Lambs land
Sheep
ed at this market are taken direct to the Abattoir to
be slaughtered, most of them being consigned to C.
W. Hollis.
Swine—No Store l'ig? iu market Fat Hogs on to
prices 5 1 _ao 4c per lb live stock.

kindly

hen* :it ,*<<• I*• -r \ d

Price, $1.00.

Former

ln«

KEROSENE OIL!

ay and Straw —We quote prime Northern hay
$lsa'J" for coarse; $uial7 for m< dium, and $10 per
ton for tine; poor ha. at $17, NY estern at $lda!.v
Straw at $15 per ton for rye.

their

c\ en a

46 inches wide, 75c Per Yard.

Mr. <J. O. ‘Wliitten

.1

11

Retail

Yds

-o-

.lust UtviMvcil

at

Beef Corned per lb
7a'.'
Butter Salt per box Joavf)
Corn per bush
7oa7-'>
Corn Meal per bush 7'»a7d
Cheese perlb
l.'ialii
oaf)
Codtisb, dry, per lb.
10
Cranberries per ip
Flour per bid. $>.00al0..\>
Lard per lb
B>al4
Lime per bbl
no

Open this Day 4000

BEST DRESS BRIMS!

Instructions in the4*1 iil«» VI alt/. M ult/ Lam
<er*. ;t11«1 all other tloilern Hit.vlmt of Dune-

OIL!!!

these goods.

on

C. Hervey, Phenix Row.

Ih

—

Cuttle

AS ll.F, President,
:lw‘,'4

OIL!!

OIL!

mont

Brighton

VVM. W.
Doc. loth IS77.

i.i

made

not.

NOTICE

MARKET.
Monday, Dec. It).

by

Ibis Advertisement are the l.nW ES I'

m

case,

BOSTON

to be offered

bargains

them. We will say that the prices named

A full Stock of Cl.i >( ‘KS.

plain and ornamental, Pocket Cutlery.
Portnmnais, Pancy Goods and Tnvs.
Prices of all goods reduced to the 1,1 AV
KST possible rates.
Please call and examine my Stock whether you purchase

Tickets.

Reserved. Rear Seats, Floor,
Front Seats. Gallery. Rreserved,

re

goods usually I'oimd in

Jnwolrv Store.

Subscribers and parties from abroad
holding invitations.

tile following

Cold Pens & Pencils.
In fart all

BALL

Blood.
protected solution of
in

Solid Coin Silver Ware,
Hollow & Flat-Silver Plated Ware!

COSTUMES
ginui. ami Sensational! Newr Before
1
'V
ii
\ Largo V arietv

Rear Seats

lmpc-taut

by

the Legit-

O R O HEST R-A..

per

\u ph\sie

Finger Rings.

8 Pieces!

(irauil Classical Concert from?; t-< S
imate

<>r

Chains,

Pins, Ear-rings and Fancy

MUSIC

New.

Dry Goods,
Cloaks,Cloakings

tion of the State, consisting in part of Ladies*'

-A X-

Think for Yourself.
Thousands lead miserable lives, suffering from
dyspepsia, a disordered stomach and iiv-*r, produc
iitg biliousness, heartburn, oostiveuess. weakness,
irregular appetite, low spirits, raising food after
eating and oft n ending in fatal attacks <n fever.
Thkv k \ > \v uu-v
hk sick, yet get little
sympathy.
The unfailing remedy, which is yearly restoring
thousands, is l)a( osta's Radical ('me s..|il bv \\ i».
1‘oor & Son. sole agents tor Belfasl.
\ .1 Jordan
agent for Bucksport.
\ '.\> cent bottle will convince you of its merits
don't delay another'hour after reading this, but go
aud get a bottle, mid your relief is as certain as von
live.
Will you do it. or will von continue t-> suf
fer
Think for yourself.

b-ctly

Assorted Stock of Goods in my
line, ewer offered in this sec-

Masquerade Ball

|

Arch Streets. Philadelphia, every .Monday, where
all letters for advice must be addressed.
4wvid
Schenck's Medicines are for sale by all Druggists.

n

REDUCTIONS!

r<

sumption caused by biliousness, and also for sallow complexion and coated tongue. Then? is no
better remedy for a disordered stomach and all the
evils resulting therefrom. Dr. Schenck is protes
sionally at his principal office, corner Sixth and

I

f-

-A. T-

GRAKTD

>

d T<-!iir and Men drake Pills. H\ the time
ly use ot these medieim s, according to directions.
Dr. Sclu-nek cr'ilies that most any ca>e of Toll
sumption may he cured Kven moment of delay
makes your cure more difficult. and all depends on
the judicious choice of a reined; .Schenck's -Man
drake Fills are an agreeable and safe cure for < onSea \X

I

HOLIDAYS! Winter Dress Cowls REDUCTION!
—o

1

wo

GRAND

Out Sale

Closing

for the

Opening

Hervey’s Jewelry Store
Couples in Costume!
With
of the

7")

but

:

can* is

Grand

-.th, schr. Man Langdon, Mullen, New York.
nth, schr. Moses Ed«l\, Warren, New York,
8th, schr*. George E. Young, Marshall. Bosload hay for Brunswick, (Ja.; Orion, Patter-

SAILED.
nth, schr. Radiant, Hardy, Swan's Island.

Dec

Selnmck's Pulmonic Syrup alone

the

OF BELFAST.
ARRIVED.

son, Xewburyport. Mas.-'
Dec. nth, schr. Fannie & Edith,
Ferguson,
out and Boston.
Dec. 11th, schr. Henry, ElwelJ,
Newport.

cates of many persons of the highest lcspeotabili
ty. who have been restored to health, after being

edged ability.

Gold A: Silver Goods!

•*,)!>.

to -mpport

the pretensions of any other medicine.

SPECIAL

Pungencies.

Gentle Hint.
In our style of el mate, with its sudden changes
of temperature, ra n. wind and sunshine often in
tenuingled in a single day.—it i- no wonder that
our children, friends and relatives are so freqm nt
ly taken from us by neglected colds, half the deaths
resulting directly from this eau.se. A bottle of
Boschee's (iennau Syrup kept about .your home for
immediate use will prevent serious sickness, a
large doctor’s bill, and perhaps death, by the use
of three or four doses.
For curing Consumption.
Hemorrhages. Pneumonia. Severe Coughs, Croup
or any disease of the Throat, or Lungs, its success
is simply wouderful, as your druggist will tell you.
Herman Syrup is now sold in every town and vil
luge on this eontineut. Sample bottles for trial
10c: regular size. 7 Ac. Sold by 11 11. Moody. Bel
fast
Fletcher. Camden ;
Kittridge, Rockland
Smith d Sons. Sears port: Robinson. Thonuistoii
also to be found in Waldoboro and Bucksport.

fifteen minutes in which to
since been heard of him.

weeks ago.
looking after the ease

about

Henry Dunbar.Ir. and Mrs.
mid daughter of the
couple,

Abandon*.!*.

to

the night of tin* »tli. a woman
with a little hoy. arrived on the ears at the St a
turn, who said she came from Lawrence. Mass, and
wanted to get to her father’s house in the east part
But in the terrible storm no one
of the town.
would take her there. She found lodgings with
Mrs. Bumps was taken sick during the night, and
gave birth to a child. She says her husband died

they were married ill Bel
In the whole of that time
than eighteen mouths out of

klink

to

taken

and

a mop >

Schell rk'- f’lllllK o: it- S\TU'

A

has

the work of

Tuokmuki.

tln> eit\

Sruu. K\

given

On

voke of steers,

Stockton. California,
*x tended notice of

an

'■

I

confessed

was

S

the
barn of Mr A IV Gilmore was discovered to be
on tire
lie was abseirt at the time. The barn
and carriage house, together with t wro cows, one

tlie remainder of the
family
tt
the west.
Dm* of their sons is Countv
•mpenniei.deiit of Public Instruction of thec< mtv
11 which the
city of Stockton is located.
i!

taken to his lodgings late

Tuesday he

Nothing

Monrok

that

dd. 1 Sd7

was

Ou

was

leave town

"olden wedding m .Mr amt Mr- Henry Dun
i.ui lormerly of Belfast, which took jdaee in that
'Idle celebration m the nuptials was at the
.ty
house of their
daughter. .Mrs Deo \Y. (ioodel),
mils

He

i-oek's. where In*

tii

••nd

done.

night, drunk.

is

Potions

"All. parson. I wish I could carry my gold with
me," said a dying man to his pastor, "it miirht
im-lt.' was the consoling answer.

■

working

Kinsman."

of cures, Ac.

severe

By

t/,

cure

F. W

pretences he obtained
at a jewelry store a violin string, which lie took to
-rated mine owned b\ li
<
Bassick. of 11 ji|
auothei informed the proprietor that he had pur
uutv. about tin wealtb ot which tile newspapers
j
chased In* string from his clerk and not suiting
i.ave told such Marvelous Btorie.Mr t oombs j
1 him w<>i Id like to have his money refunded, which
’that altlwua'i the min* is rich, tin*

tncts

live cents.

tu. ,it\

Dnoe.

Send your name to F F. I no ai.i.s. foueord. N
11.. fora circular containing a list of testimonials

money to procure the newly discovered remedy for
that disorder
whiskey, lie stole a pocket book
from Woodcocks bookstore which he sold for

this city. lias lately ret urn
the mining ami stock raising dis
oloradn. \V hth* t.icre he visited the cel
<

»<

\

set

Monday

in

Dr. <1 raves' Ui.aki kkoulaiou lias sold largel)
been universally recommended by druggists
for Heart Disease, and has given satislae
tion, as can be seen by reference to a letter re
ceived from F. W. Kinsman, druggist, Augusta.
Maine.
•Haring sold at retail more than a gross of your
Hkakt IIkoi l. \ me. I take pleasure in saying that
!t has given great satisfaction in every ease i have
heard from. Almost every day 1 receive testimoni
als similar to the one inclosed’.

attack of diphtheria
coining on. when he cast himself about to obtain
On

A'

as a cure

up. arid without money. He styled him
self a 'high toned drunkard." and everybody seem
ed willing to admil the latte; part of the assertion.
well

■>

i"owned

Lark.

\

umi

and

t..

on

i.auu's T

<

rather good looking young
fellow named Hickuiore, hailing from Bangor, found
himself in this city on Monday and Tuesday, pretty

the crew was lost,
before the schooner
ruck
ii’- :'<-\V a I
.'lived by clinging to the
m e1::1 iie ladies .wiv
prevented from falling
tbirt.' if tie* sailors. The Ton
y t'1'
r was built in Mncktor
in isiiil.
\ portion of
•rew beie. 1
Stockton hat whether the

\li

-'ost.*.

•H'T

"i’

mi

struck tin*

the defence.

< >: I\
mi. of
passengers.
lie was washed •-vi-Hoard

'■

tion and lueontinenee of Frine. Fain in the Back
and Loins. Bright's Disease. F\cesses. Intempor
anee and Nervous Prostration.
Hi s i's Hkmkov
Diseases of tie* Kidneys.
cures Dropsy and all
Bladder amt Frinarv Organ>.

Id.00, whicli lie paid.
amoiuuing
Thompson appeared for the state, and I Minton for

sea

•re
1

lugg then

rNT's Kkm 1.11v cures Kidney. Bladder and
(ilautlular Complaints, Diabetes (irawl. and Fc
male Weakness, lli .vi's Hk.mkov cuivs Helen
11

1

'apt Shiite, of
m-ar Bay Shore.
<

at ini!

Tlu* Telegraph sip s that 858buildings have been
John since the great lire

built at St.

teacher blacking his eye. aud
"■ the
-Aniggle that ensued got the upper hands of
hun
H i* pic,i was that lie acted in self defence
The court ruled that a teacher has the same right
oerhi.* pupils, in school, that a parent has over
Ins eiMldrem uid can use ordinary means to en
force hi* legitimate authority Flagg w as lined >.">.00

Dec. lUtll

dated

«

!

o|,|..i
li**;i'• ;• tJiat ii was impossible to hoar*! the
l.ct I'.'M1!
‘l J:l- ]«•'.,
ilsi.'teil of live IIU Il

t>

u

\

v*m
<

'<•!,

-inv.'ii

i-

I

1

...

ll"

H

i:

to

business tael in
til
itei when all
foolish
snrin rush when even tiling is

*

A

om-

tested*.

F•>!.!« t: 11 ims bn Monday the court was called
upon to decide a ease between a school teacher
and a ve'Vactory pupil. It appeared from testimony
that Mr Fugeiu* T. McNamara, of Camden, who is
teaching iu district No. 1. Hall’s corner, in Bel
inont. had an occasion on Saturday of last week to
eort'eei Herbert Flagg, a young man about IS
years
of age. Flagg refused to obey the teacher, when
tile latter slapped him on the side of the head.

:.g

<•

■

1"
smelter

held in the afternoon at the otlice of lion. A. (I.
la-broke, at which place a large number of business
men were gathered.
Remarks were made by several gentlemen, setting forth the resources of the
and
a
good
deal
of enthusiasm was mam
county

The hopes of getting reduced

ill

are

miiing district, of

Foomhs of Belfast, has se
o.:e tiiini mtere.-i u, ’iu- Mountain Mine
ia true fissure
crevice, twelve feet in
1th. mam shaft down uinctv fee!, and its two
"!'•■ v• i.s aie
comprised of grev copper, rich
iver. oft.-u earn ing as high a> *!’(».OOi) per tou.
«
k ami gr.yv sulphurefs «d'silver
while its ar
'•■’dulerous gahma and earboiuites are also \u*rv
is mothei silver himanza, and is
Mr

A delegation from the board of directors m the
Maim* <'mitral railroad visited Dover and Fox croft

villages Friday, to confer with the business men
upon the subject of an extension of the Dexter !
branch to Foxcroft. An informal meeting was j

stand of Lane, in Boston, to dispose of them. The
shoo season this fall is very backward, and buyers

another vessel, break
mu ring her stern.

the

n

Tuesday deposited a couple

•>

h-ulig completed
She
ham:-' urn- appe irauee oil the water.
wil: now he remodeled for machinery.
’.York

oats'.i-

'-''

cabins. A

Pyer’s

".i

i*r<»]*«•!!• *i

a

storm of

The

-Miss .Nancy J, Fathrop, a well-known
school teacher of East Fongmeadowx
Wednesday morning.
Mass., had ail experience lately which
Francis .1. Bailey, of Monroe. who has been iu
deserves mention. While sitting alone
in
ibis
since
the October court, for reftis
jail
city
in her father's house, she was alarmed
iu.- to pas the assessed damage*, in a
bastardy ease, liy the
sight of a wild looking tramp
has settled and been released.
peering at her through the window.
The ceil.it .»f Charles \ Follett, of .North Sears
Seizing an old, unloaded gun, she went
moi:t. h is recent!\ entered from the outside, the
boldly out upon the veranda, and, premeat •>! aii entire hog which bad been cut up f- r
senting the weapon, ordered the fellow
N.»
salting, and several go* of hutter. stolen
away. Instead of obeying, lie savagely
clew to the thief
sprang toward her, when site dealt him
a heavy blow on the head with the stork
lm\'ii i.
The masquerade hall advertised in
of the gun, which sent him reeling nil'the
'ay's paper, lads fair to be the grand opening of
veranda,
lie rallied and started for hot
ie ; uti.-s for the season
The names of nearly
when she levelled the gun at his
again,
"'■■■
live
have
been
and
tin*
obtained,
-nty
couples
head, and told him site would shoot him
company will he select as none but those holding dead if he advanced another
step. Putball tie Net
will la* allowed on the tloor. New
ting his hands before his face, lie said.
costumes an t good music will be procured..). C.
‘■Don't, don’t shoot me !” and retreated.
M! 'ieu announces a-course of twelve lessons in
Miss Fathrop following to the road with
i.aiming to commence it Hay ford's Hall, on Tues
the gun levelled at hishead. In his haste
da\ eve Dee. 1 St 11. Mr. Whitten’s schools have tie turned the same
way lie. caiue, and,
t-et. ii vi ia popular.
See his liothe in another coldiscovering his mistake, asked that he
umn.
might pass her, so that he go the oppoNew
\ i*\i:im iskmi.n i.s
B. F. Wells proposes site way. She stepped hack and permitted him to do so, hut stood with the gun
sooi. !•
take an account of stock, and makes a
great redact;« n in prices to reduce his stock. He aimed at him until lie had passed the next
has a iarg-- amount of goods suitable for the holi- house, which is some forty rods away
day* Bead his notice iu another column.Iler- Then she realized, for the first time, that
she was frightened and could hardly
vey adv- rtises a large amount of gold and silver
goods for the holiday trade, and persons in want of stand. The gun had not been loaded
for years, but it answered the purpose
such goods should give him a call_11 H John
sou A
have a job lot of wool long shawls whmh just as well.
tln \ advertise tor small sums.Vniiual
meeting
Fatal Accident.
of Belfast Foundry
Company.Jersey Bull for
son
u
sale !>v Arthur lL-agam
Berwick. Me., Dee. (I.
ilon.
Prospect Ferry.
John I!- Burleigh of this town, ex-memtin- last session of the brand Lodge* of the
ber of i ongress from the First District
I nited States. 1. u. <» F
a woman for the first
of Maine and President of the South Bei
time in tile liistorv oi the order, was made eligible
wick National Bank, was discovered about
!'• the oilier .f Noble brand of a bulge of the de
7 o’clock this morning on the Maine side
... B--’--kali
Oil Tuesday night Aurora Lodge
of the Salmon Falls river, dead, with his
of tin*
:ty availed itself of this privilege and
carriage a total wreck and his horse on
elected Mrs. Sarah F. Meader. a lady highly com- the
New Hampshire side, alive. The last
f.u
the
She
i.*
the
pete:!'
position.
undoubtedly
seen of Mr. Burleigh was about S o’clock
first woman m the I nited States ever elected to
last evening at Salmon Falls, when he
preside over a lodge of this magnitude. The other started for home. It was a very dark
oflic»*r> Iceted are Mrs Hveline bilmore. Y.b.;
night, and yvheii on the bridge, by some
Mrs. M try M
Moor**. Bee. Sec’v. : Mrs. Jos. B. unknown cause, his horse sheered and
\N ii'.on
Vr Secy, and Mrs. F. L. Larrabee. Trcas
went through the railing of the bridge,
A i'iiam.k 's in k
Si to
Factory. precipitating horse, carriage and driver
a distance of about tyventy-live feet, probF •. five vears Messrs. .1 Lane A Son. of Boston,
have furnished the stock and sold the shoes man
ably killing Mr. Burleigh instantly. lie
11 is loss
ufactim d at the factory in this city.
Mr. O. b. leaves a wife and five children.
Critchctt. who owns all the machinery in the will be deeply fell here, he being a public
building, has made the shoes' : ommission. Mr. benefactor.
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Secret of Life.

Young

litNir !ii'i ii hi sii!}orat*.»d
i*•;tv 111,i Uerosum*
lump
'^ln
Ill;i11i• r:iu «!■-\VL' tin* u ick.
iJUfci th«* .-'.Hit v it!, snn.l;.- .in.I
1

Subject.—The

Brunswick.

this eit\ who snores so loud
hist fa
dr cedit tile neighbors used
biok after their eonduetors.
I
thinking
11: n<I
showvr \.t> <*uinm<r.

ii

Tuesday,

Hitcher A Son have
shipped a cargo of hav
ti. beer Isle 1»\ schr. Accumulator, and are
loading
tin- three masted schr. (ieo. K
with
for

«il ve*>»Hs.

nan

on

rweifth lecture in the course of Lessons from
the Life ot Christ, at the l niversalist church next

feet „f

hard pine lumber.
k-.iii, >
mil be shipped to .1 V and
t'ottrell. of this cil). to he used in the

•»

Simmons" car

Howes & Co. had 100 boxes of salt on board sell.
Mav tyueen. that sunk last week in
Searsport bar
bur. They have now 400 salt boxes.

mdat evening was remarkable for a
beau
" bich made tlie
western she gorgeous
iliiunt colors
hit of the brightness of
.ulaiU in i•foeiiiluT

i.w«

Tuesday

vestry

riage factory at Union to this city
be shipped over the railroad

br,T‘*ed. wv understand. to lath and other
liuish the interior of the Masonic
Temple
•e’ll"
1
ready ft* the plastering
tie- first ol March

irtion

Tin- ladies of the I'niversalist socieh will
hold
sale <»t fancy articles at the
next

evening. Admission one dime.
A load ot
sleighs was hauled from

connect

-r:

to

vane ou the tower of the
Masonic Temple
Puts tile finishing touch to the outside
appearance
of that building.

is the name of a
eompanv of
young ladies in this eitv. who
at the different homes
of the members.
tear of diphtheria as an
epidemic in
M
|,,,r 11 llils >*en discovered
that whiskey
•medy The preventive is too freely used.

H

saving

great

The

.1'ikers.

cargoes.if

vessels moored at the lower

a

Large Fire

Lkwistox, Ml.., Dec. it. At idiuui 12
o’clock last night fire was discovered in a
stable ill tile rear of M. G. Henderson's
building, on Lisbon street. It extended
rapidly, destroying Henderson’s building
and the two stores and tenement buildings south, belonging to Mr. Johnson,
and the building of D. II. Holman, north.
I'he Redmgtou building, next to Holman's, was scorched, as was also one in
the rear, belonging to the Kilbourne estate, neither of which were insured. The
Redington store was occupied b\ Mrs.
liurlcigh, millinery stock, which was
moved; no insurance. Above was the
boarding-house of Persia llodgdon; insured for SoUO in the Imperial and Northern.
Holman's buildings was occupied by
Hostile wick's bakery ; stock
mostly removed and not insured. The large hoarding-house overhead was vacated Saturday. Three other families occupied tenements in the building and lost
many of
their goods. Holman was insured for
SHaOO in the Natives and Mechanics of
irnweli, which will nearly cover his loss.
Henderson’s building, on the first floor,
was occupied
by Prince, millinery, whose
stock was removed. Henderson
occupied
the part above, and rented several rooms.
His loss is about §3000: insurance not ascertained. Johnson's property consisted
of two three-story buildings on Lisbon
street, connected with a large building in
the rear, covering a whole lot. The north
store was occupied by 1>. F. Uetchell.
whose stock was removed. The south
store was vacant.
In this establishment
were fourteen tenements, all of which
were occupied b\ French
families, most
of whom lost more or iess of their household effects. His loss is ssoon on which
there was no insurance.
The tire was
dtficult to reach, and burned with intense
heat.
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seventeen
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The rough roads are excellent for
those who
shoe horses and mend
wagons.
The Belfast Savings Bank has
just made a semiannual dividend of two
per cent.
t apl.
Ruix, of Steamer Katahdiu, is absent ou a
vacation, and ('apt. Rogers has
of the boat

plituut

;

Cite

pile.

j<dns

:hr petition.

twenty

arc

I lie mildness of
December is
the hay mow and coal

prayer of'he young man with a buxom girl
is for sleighing. The stable man

lake out.

tdken ,n abundance at

n ,n'

Tliere ls hut one
tramp in Belfast jail, and he
graduates on Saturday.

tramp Navis, with the l.ic feet, was liberalIt dfast jail mi
Sunday, having served out
fiv

816
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constantly

_

| They are CHEAP!

Come and See Prices.

All arc welcome to call in and examine
tor themselves even if they don't wish

78 Main St., Belfast.

to

buy.

nf^We

|

shall receive New Goods every
week till Christmas.
\VM. O. POOH A SON.

I

The patronage received by us the past
year, has been large and pleasing to us,
and renewed efforts will be made to make
our Prices Kirn l.owcr, and the Stock
more varied and attractive.
Domestic Catalogues of Fashion, Free!
Goods delivered to all parts of the city promptly.

Remember the New Store.
83 Main St.
City Block.

The Holden
i.> ;iji.

the to

Milestone.

Si\ ahV*
station. in
offered in

bodied (ramj'ii, who slept at the Police
Ma.-« a !'• »v nigh1.- ago. wop*
tin* morning by a granite contractor
work in the ijiuirry for a month, with tin* additional promise that tin* l»«*st two should have work all
w inter
Hut they all straight w.n began to make

their purple branches
spread t
abroad, like reef* of coral.
Itisiug silent
i -i the red sea oi'the winter sunset.
;nv

v.

s;

the hundred chimneys of the
village,
hike the Afreet in tlio Arahiau storv,
Smoky columns
Tow er aloft into the air of amber.

Tfoin

exni.e

Tb« tiovernor of (iautemala has recently con
coded to two Americans a lap.:'* tract of arable
land at a nominal price, on comliti.ut that tlmy
shall cultivate it in tin* highest style oj Aim i:u
....
f. i’j order t<. '.'•«•!<» t
agricultural
model for the belle |- i inlu.-t Vnl de\ f-iopiiic],! »,| 1 i; 1

winks tile flickering firelight :
H
and there the lamps of evening glimmer,
Si a ial watch tires
\ ii>u '-ring one another
through the darkness.
window

*’1

country.

hearth lighted logs are glowing.
And like Ariel in the cloven pine tree
For its freedom
and. sighs ilu air imprisoned in them.
Mi flic

•

Asking sadly

past wlmt it

<M‘the

rail

A d verti sei nents.

New

5lie fireside the old men seated
Seeing ruined cities in ashes.
Ih

MARK

ne’er restore them.

By the fireside there are youthful dreamers.
Building castles fair, with stately stairwavs.

PATENT

Asking blindly

tilt future what it cannot
give them.
By the fireside tragedies are acted,
in whose scenes appear two actors
only—
Wife and husband.
.uid above them God. the
spectator.

*d

apply
is

ires

Waiting, watching

THE ONLY CONVENIENT
SCRAP-BOOK MADE.

well-known footstep in the passage.
Kacli man s chimney is his Golden Milestone :
1- the central point from which he measures
Every distance
Through the gateways of the world around him.

Tor

lines
The result will prove the fact

the scrap.

a

Books gummed for two and three columns ot newspaper clippings, for pictures of any size, for prescriptions, and in small books for children.
Bound in various styles, including cloth and gold
and lull Russia, suitable for Holiday Gilts.

In his farthest wanderings still he sees it.
H mi's tin* talking flame, the answering nightwiud.
As he heard them
W hen lie sat with those who were, but are not

PRICES FROM 40 CENTS TO S5.
copies
price.

Where your bookseller does not keep them,
will be sent by mail, prepaid, on receipt ol
Send for descriptive circular.

Happy he whom neither wealth nor fashion.
\or tin* march of the encroaching
city,

SLOTE, WOODMAN & CO

rom

W e
TT

may build

THE STANDARD BROILER.
1*a

splendid habitations.
with paintings and with .sculptures

more

our rooms

But

we

t- n ri:i>

Ai*i;ii.

cannot

10, 1>77.
snajocst jukI hcst artifj1 hi
cl« toiConkin^B^vf
■

Buy w ith gold tin* old associations
! Longfellow.
Emperor’s, Bird’s-Nest.

shi'.-: or coal
on tlie meat.
oks not let sm <>/:<- and tjas
out ol the sto\ e
Does ih’t put out the tire.

D<

p and down the dreary camp.
In great boots of Spanish leather.
Striding with a measured tramp,
These Hidalgos, dull and damp.
Cursed the Frenchmen, cursed the weather
I

ri just irhot
von n" tit
The Traile -11 i>j lied by
I'i Li.i.K, Dana & Fn/,110
North St., Holton.and Wi 1
l.lAMs & C‘».,Nashua, N il.

M

\<

r.\

11 ttl- i>

Senses of Smell and Taste

Wholly

Gone.

LATER.

MASON & HAMLIN
NEW and SPLENDID STYLES : PRICKS RK.
DCCKIt $10 to $50 EACH, THIS MONTH. Nov.
isr?
Address 71**04 tV II44LI7 OR.
Cm A4 CO.. IIOMton .\i‘h Voik or ( liicago

TOBACCO!
Merchants Tobacco Company, Boston,

So it stood

there all alone.
torn and tattered.
the brood was Hedged and flown.
o'er
those
walls
of stone
Singing
Which the cannon shot had shattered.

Make the best sold or used. On*- Dollar, lawful
money, in each sixty pound box. Two llulUnt
in one of the caddies in each case. Sold by (irocers
and Tobacconists generally.
Patent metal labels or
trademark* on the plugs. A-k for this, and get tinbest chew or smoke that can be had.

Loosely Happing,

| L> mgf'ellow.

j

j
j

!

lapses by.
Hut though our young years buried lie.
shall Love with spring and summer die !

LI.-,is

ofttimes

are

| Tapper

words
Modest

shy

wisdom t>lneks

of

me

was awarded the highest prize at Centennial Expo
sitiv>n for its line ehewing (juaiities, the excellence
and lasting character of its sweetening and flavoring,
IT you want the best tobacco ever made ask your
grocer for this, and see that each plug bears our blue
strip trade mark with words .Jackson's Heston it.
Sold wholesale by P.oston and Portland .Jobbers.
Send for sample to c. A. ,J \< kson & < <>., Manufacturers, Petersburg, Ya.

u/rnrvo
If HDD UBROMA
Chocolates, Sheiis,

why

nothin;’-

more

|<h*eth<\

error.

the close furniture of
from credulous haste.

frightful than hustling

AGENTS
WANTED!
FOR PA LIT 1* l LAPS ADDRESS

| Johnson

bey ar** cetjerall) better satisfied whom fortune
:e-ver

i>

saio-ii.

lav..red than those wiiom she has for

(.•seuei-a.

Rroailnity.
Chicago. III.

|

as

ruimond.
L

1

i•

--’s

d.-.-p wit inn
:!ii-

•m

a

cunning even to itinoeence. and
possession his tirst work is to dig

heart

dark,

to

and there lie hid. and like
alone. [Drvdeu.

a

feast

virtue, capacity and good conduct one can
'insupportable 'fhe manners, which are
neglected as small things, are often those which
!.- men for or against you.
A slight attention
: T-m won id have
prevented their ill judgments.
^

4;»»i

MEN
Wanting

iih

need in tiiis world, first, is an ideal
-t.i'idard higher than tin* level on which they
accustomed to tread.
Then, after that, they
• <ourage, and a certainty that
they can attain
to that ideal.
Non. in thi> great beggarly world what men
.vant. largely, is to see that men can safely tell
the truth. Oh that they could see it! When thev
do sec it. ten thousand young men will he eneour
aged t<» try telling the truth. What we want is to
xee that
men can walk
safely in honesty. What
wt- want is
to see that men ean live
justly and
and
that
not only
purely
outwardly but inwardly.
And
u< it is found that one can do it. an.is.soon
other will iiml that ho can do it..
What men want
i.> higher ideals,
larger conceptions of possibilities :
want
also
to
know that these ideals and conthey
ceptions have been attained by others: and then
they will have courage to believe that Tievcan
attain them also.
Precisely that is what came to this world when
the Lord Jesus walkeil in poverty, himself poor:
when he walked in the midst of sorrow and sutler
a man of sorrows and
mg. himself
acquainted
with grief", when he walked with the rich, not
disdaining their riches; when he walked with the
wise, not reproaching them for their wisdom:
when he walked with the oppressor, with the
priest, with the tetrareh and with the centurion,
and saw through them, and beheld the man that
was in them : when he brought himself into
per
soiial relations with the harlot, and said, "Is she
not a human being/" and looked
the
thief
upon
and said, "Is his crime more than a wart on the
outside
Is there not a man behind the culprit
when he brought himself into connection with
everybody from the bottom to the top of society,
and was a friend of men. a friend of sinners, and
>aid lie was their friend because they needed him,
and not because he needed them, or approved their
lives, and declared. "The sick, and not the whole,
need a physician.
J came to call not the right
eons but sinners to
repentance.” He established
his relationship to the human family by reason of
t he
indispensable necessities of mankind. [Beecher.
hat

OR

;

I'rancifco,

C';il

WOMEN

kooil Kiitiiirm for the Winter
m ill encluNe it
Dim** bv mail and full information will be sent by D. L. (jUEIINSEY. Pub., ( uncord, N II.

men

A

Terrible

a

CO.,

Cornliill. lloiton.

We shall also otter FIFTV Fairs MHi's

Fine Calf

Sewed

Sample

Boots

From $2.15 to $4 00.
The prices of these Hoots are <1 on h-

than the

regular prices.

whole

They

MEN’S

Chest.

Lungs.

RUBBER BOOTS

Heart.
Liver.

Spleen.
Kidneys.
Spine.

$2.75

From

Nerves.
Muscles.
Joints.
Bones.
Sinews.

Special Bargains!
LADIES’

Scho. Co.. N. V.

Pate.

Thursday night George Wise, son of Jacob
Wise, says the Bethany (Mo.) Republican, of Jefferson Township, came to a violent death under
the following circumstances: He had been to a
spelling school in the neighborhood, riding there
and buck on a mule belonging to his father. Upon
his return he dismounted at the stable lot bars,
Last

and let down two bars: and it seems had taken
the halter rein from the horn of the saddle and
slipped his hand into the loop, and had also re
moved the saddle and bridle from the mule. Just
then the animal became frightened and ran, the
loop of the rein clasping tightly around the young
man's hand.
The mule ran a’ quarter or a half
mile, dragging the boy with it. The animal
dragged him over a pile of house logs, striking his
head against the logs. Blood and hair were found
on the log next day.
In addition to that blow,
the mule had kicked him and tramped on him.
The other boys who had been to the spelling arrived at home about half an hour after he did. they
being on foot. He not being there, they became
uneasy and went out to look for him. Finding the
saddle and bridle at the bars, they knew'that some
thing was wrong, and, unon search, found their
brother a fourth of a mile away, cold in death,
about half of the halter rein being attached to his
hand. The mule was found with the halter on,
less the part fastened to the dead boy. The deceased was about 14 years ot ago.

C.

I iiahriil^ed
WelMter’n <« reat
sent as a Premium tor four new subscribers. Specimen
numbers free. Price
a year; SI for three months.

Misses & Childrens’ Goods

UNION M’FG CO.,
SUTTON, MASS.

ALL

Lowest
Call and

PROVIDENCE RIVER UNO VIRGINIA
19

OYSTERS,
Commercial
Boston.
Street,

We are selling large PROVIDKNCK RIVERS
fresh from their beds daily, at $1.00 per gallon, solid.
NORFOLKS at ?5 cents per gallon. Also, PROVIDENCE RIVER NATIVES AND PLANTS.

In the shell by thebushel

or

barrel.

We will sell

city.

('ome and

land everything

Fdgcombe

We have

a <

of
We have
SHOW our

formal Opening, hut are
STOCK every day in the week.

ela;,ixA' look
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Confectionery and
To be found in

For

save

constantly

in all

which

on

have

not

want,

If
or

a

which

you want

a

not

have

our

stylish,

are so

Cheap

Ilotthd,

FINK

BELFAST

just

Have

and

The only reliable Catarrh Remedy.
full Stock of Wax Flower Material. Physician’s

Family Receipts carefully

PL. Pi.

com-

MOODY,

Corner of Main and

High Sts.

YOU

Nuts

A

Just Received.

Specialty.

L \KCK invoice of Flour
Havin'; just received
which, heiiijr pureluised for CASH, we arc prepared to Sell at LOW CHICKS for the same. We re
spent fully invite all CASH customers to <rive us a
CALL, and in all cases where Hour does uot prove
as represented, we pledge ourselves to make it so.

24

High

Fall Hats & Caps.
THEM.'

The Prices shall suit You
llomember the place,

Five button Kids

our

BUY

Rich Styles and Patterns.
LAKCE assortment just received and Selling at

25

Prices !

HERVEY’S Jewelry Store.

Fancy Cards, Snowflake, Damask, etc.,no 2 alike1

with

name,

lOcts. Nassau Card Co
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HARDWARE,
Crockery & Woodenware

elegant

to «>ur

1

ANGIEK S,

Countrx trade

LITTLEFIELD S,
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prepared for the
!•'.
-ale bv all firsttaide in twenty miti'dr- : «•;
••lass grocers aiid to t lie r:n

Which

Have

Inducements to the

R U B 1> E R S !

The Best in Use.

AMERICAN

WhiteWheat/V rwX Oat Meal.
Barley FooMaize lia..

New York.

SPECIAL

Ever Shown at Retail in Belfast.

CON FECTIONERY

Brilliant White

Winter

The Popular Clothiers, oiler

in the

Citron, Sage, Chocolates, Macaroni,
Sago, Tapioca, &c.

OFFICE-NO. I SOMERSET Sf., BOSTON.
We wish to em
ploy a few good
men to sell our
goods in your
State. Will pay good salary, hotel and traveling expenses. No peddling, tinods
sold to merchants, establish agencies, post our lulls,
distribute circulars, etc. Applicants answered on
receipt of :>c. stamp for return postage.

Tile Editorial Department* will continue
to emplov the ablest pens in America, and will in
elude the present admirable summary of English
publics.tions. Besides tin* special articles above
enumerated, the* magazine will contain Poems,
Sketches, Essays, Reviews, and shorter Stories oi
the highest character. A large practical reduction
in price is made by an increase in the number of
pages.
Tin* ■ llustraiiouH of the Magazine, in variety
and excellence of design and in typographical execution, will continue to he in advance of those of any
other popular magazine at home or abroad.
Subscription price, $ 1 oO a year, payable in advance to us or to any book-seller.
So club rates or other discounts to subscribers.
The Magazine is worth all it costs, and its cireulalation is increasing in a constant and steady ratio
from year to year.

Thu I.ARtiKST Line of

Pepper-sauce. Ketchup. Horseradish,

OK A LI.

H» M

line of

All in the Decided

BOOTS

nr.s»mrrioN.

MANll'Al Tl lllli:

*’.4 Itniulit of JPoriuiic.” -Ujimar iljorth
Bovesen’s new novel—will be begun in Scribner at
the conclusion of “Mis Inheritance." It will reveal
a phase of American society undreamed of by most
of our readers, and will lu certain to increase the
reputation of tin* writer as a master of English and

Pebble Exci. Polkas

Fruits, Dried and Green.

ALL

complete

a

VELVETS, PLU SUETS d

lor

Spices.

THE CONGREGATIONALISM
Wide-awake, attractive, comprehensive, carefully
A national
edited, and thoroughly Kvangelicnl.
family religious paper with an editor in New York,
and contributors in all parts of the country.

BUTTON

KID

We shall also oiler inn pairs Ladies' Calf and

Can nod (tooils of all Kinds.

OF

“ilia Inheritance.” —By Adeline Trafton, so
well begun in the Midsummer Holidav number, will
be continued nearly through the year. It will be
found to be of increasing interest to the very end.

At $4.25. $4.50, *4.15, & $5.00.

IN

MOODY’S

Tbe Cereals

FRENCH

'/ifcsr. linth-r. /Vr/V/.v. .I-.

KXTUACTS

(»!

THE

*100 and $1.12.
Regular Prices $1.25 and $i.50.

i-.\

Frames!

Velvets, and

4< tf

A. GREER,
Attorney & Counsellor at Law.

for the Enion.

war

ANDREWS BROS.
$2.00

For

BELFAST. ME.

F.

LADIES’

Fancy Groceries,

.iki.i.iks ok

Notary Public,

No. 23 Maia Street.
April 4, 1*77.

variety.

the

CHOICE PLUG TOBACCO!

Full Line Choice

of the late

$3.75.

At

WHOI.KSAI.K I>KA I.KK IN

AISO DKAI.KR

llolm --New stories by this popular
riter will be given in early numbers of Serioner,
beginninsr with “Joe Male’s Red .Stockings,” to appear in January. This “novelette” chronicles an

OIL COAT BUTTON

GIGA R M AN UFAOTU RER

AND

—

LADIES’
and

COUNSELLOR at LAW

Select Stock of

Prenoh

Architecture of Rirtlo.—l)r. Thomas M.
Brewer will contribute four exquisitely illustrated
articles on birds’-nests, which every lover of nature
will delight in.
Dr. Brewer has probably the finest
collection of Birds’s engs in the world to draw upon
for the illustration of these papers.
The Naihlle IforHe.—Col. George K. Waring,
with whose excellent work of various sorts our readers are familiar, contributes two illustrated articles
cm the horse.
Me treats specially of saddle horses
and their use for pleasure and tor sport, including
road-riding, fox-hunting and racing. The nature of
the Englisu thoroughbred and that of his Eastern
progenitor (the Arabian! are fully considered in re
lation to these uses.

m.
hxami;t> ?*. m.

EMERY BOARDMAN,

Large and

a

<
ujiM-.i.I:i\H ill leave Hail
Wluii i, tool ui .state Strt« t
1 ia erv I' H1I.AV
Kv’ug, at 10 O’clock
tor Korklaml, ruinden, Heilust,
searsport. Buck'
port, ( a-rim pi ir isle, sedgw ick, South-West aim
Bar Hail.nr.-.
Mi. Desert,; Mill bridge, .Joncspor
and Muehiaspoit.
Betuming will b ave \!;i< i.ia-port < ery
Morning at I in o'clock, touching a.** above* (excepr
Buck sport and .Searsport, ari iving in Portland rsainni”hi, usually connecting with Pullman Train, aim
arly morniug i rains tor Boston ami the Went.
I n< Steamer < ity o! Uichinond
having been with
drawn Iroin tin
Bangor route, Passengers ami
I-n ight lor \\ int(*rport,
Hampden and Bangor wr
bf forwarded via Sanford St*
uni-hip < .,mpan\ w if
out oxtra charge.
I he Steamer t i;y oi Bichuiond will be
put in good
condition a: one* and take the place of stettne-r
Lewiston and run during the Winter, should tht
weal her p: finii and business warrant.
I-or further particulars impure of
CYBIS PATTEKSOX,
Belfast, Nov .,l», in;'
Agent for Belfast

I (‘HAS

Belfast, Me.

Bloch,

Office hours, Mo I .'
1..T0 to o i*.
nations ami ( ’on<ult:itions, J.:tO to

MACHIAS!

ARRANGEMENT.

ONE TRIP PJ>R WEEK.
I
1ini' rLo wist
on,

DENTIST.

Hay ford

SOUTHWORTH

Bridges.

and 3.50.

$1.75

G. W. STODDARD, D.D.S,

Just returned from BOSTON with

Oait*oM)o»r P*t|»erN,—By John Burroughs,
author of “Wake Robin,” &e will contain not only
articles on Birds, but on “Tramping,” “Camping
Out,” and kindred topics. Mr. Burroughs papers
will begin in the January number, the tirst being
entitled “Birds and Birds,” and illustrated by Fidelia

#1.50, 1.75, 2.00, 2.25, 2.75, 3.00, 3.25,

At

MISS

in every

American •port*.—Some of the most novel
and entertaining of these papers are yet to appear,
the scenes of which w ill lie in the West, the Middle
States, the South, New England and Canada.

74 J

At

WINTER

AND

FA! L AND WINTER

Hats, Bonnets and Trimmings,

I>y Enw \i:n Kcci.ksion (author of
“The Hoosier .Schoolmaster,” &c.) This new novel
will doubtle. s be the most important American
serial wt thejear. The fir t number was published
in November. 1 hose who have read it in manuscript
declare Roxy to be much the most striking and remarkable story this author has ever written. It is
illustrated by one of the ablest ot the younger American painters—Mr. Walter Shairlaw, President of
—

PENOBSCOT

IlKLb' I s'/'.

S,St-

<1

Portland. Bangor ft Hachias steamboat Co,

Mil

Millinery!!

•Iloxy."

P. LOMBARD

Cowr-i'

the year to come, the following papers :
Th«» I*letiire*.quo Niile of Ainericun
Farm
—This subject will be treated in a
series of separate papers engaged from w riters who
stand in the front rank among Americans, both in
qualities ot style and in keen insight of nature. Mr.
it. E. Robinson, author of a delightful paper on
“f ox Hunting in New England” in the .January
number, will represent tin- same section in this
series. .John Jiurroughs, w hose papers on similar
topics have been a highly prized anil popular feature
of Scribner will write of Farm Life in New York.
Maurice Thompson, the poet naturalist, will describe
the characteristics of U -tern farming, of which but
little ha- been written. It i- expected that tlie illus
t ration of this series will be of ;i re lined and typical
character, commensurate with the subject-matter.
It is thought that no paper or series of papers yet
Ihis
i'Sited in >cribuer will so fully realize t he constant
desir* of the magazine to keep out of the ruts, and,
both in text and illustrations, to obtain quality j
rather than quantity, and to print fresh, strong anil
delicate work from original sources.

6c CO
Hid Button Boots SCRIBNER
Broadway,

Kid Side Lace Boots

CONFIDENTIAL Notice to Agents. New Organs
lb Stops $T,»0, PC $'..'0, lg, ji\,, <*, $f»a. Hiano« retail
price $fiT»Oonly $17.'i. IbtniH (' Itcalfy .W atli.
ington, 4. J.
OU alike, loots., post paid.

shall oll'ei

we

some

d 4 Extra IHip 7E x «l Cartlii, with name,
‘TV* IO cts., post-paid. L. J< >N ES Ac CO., Nassau,
New York.

with name, no two
H. Havens,Summit,

$4.00.

to

LA DIFS' DFF \KT.MFN T

In tli.

Thankful for past patronage I hope for a continuanre oftlte same.
These Goods constantly on hand.
F. It. SWIFT, Wadliu’s Block,
lyl
ar .Main Street, Belfast, Me.

on ELEGANT CARDS.

at

$1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00, $2.25, & $2.50.

F. B. SWIFT
\ N D

Without recalling the excellence of the past, the
publishers of S< kii;nki:\s Monthly announce, for

w

LAI )IES’

a

t ■>.
\ paper fur
[OH i: I \ I. I H
II everybody. Onlv ^1.10 a year, with splen
did premium. Agents wanted. H. IS. RE44EI,4.

(Hruxcre.
u

\»■« Orieaint. R.a

\

-aeli.-s

cure.

Boots

$4.00 & 84.50.

Boys' Kip and Calf Boots

City:

« I

love prevails in a house space of the
’-readt li oi ,i -word i.» satisfactory. As soon as it
1"
-'appears six tv bane breadths are not sufficient

long

\s

lie old Piasters in

1

palliate, they

Congress

*3.50,

FOR 1877-'78,

episode

prietors, Bos!on, Mass.

WILSON SEWING MACHINE CO.,
Ww Vork

is neith- r within us nor without us:
union of ourselves with (iod. [I'aseal.

The flights of the human mind are not from en
iii<-nt to ehjovmeiit. but from
hope to hope.
I

Button and

He careful to < till for COLLINS* VOLTAIC PLASTER
st vou get some worthless imitation.
Sold by all
and Retail Pruggists throughout the 1'ujted
States and Canadas, ami by WEEKS & POTTER. Pro-

the eyes that ruin

Happiness
fie*

k than

not

Believe Afleetions of the
Relie\e Afleetions of the
Relieve Affections of the
Relieve Affections of the
Relieve Afleetions of the
Relieve Affections of the
Relieve Affections of the
Relieve Affections of the
Relieve Adoptions of the
Relieve Affections of the
Relieve ATl'ect ions of the
Relieve A flections of the

&a.

KstdhUsJns/ 1st:;.
These good* have received tin- highest awards at
the principal fairs held in the United States.
.flaniifiHtureil l»y JuNiali
A Co.,
Milton. Main. P.oston < >Hie 44 Chatham 4t.

| Shakespeare.
lie-re is
ignorance

Men’s Fine Calf,

\ N Floetro-C.alvanic Battery, combined with a highly
V Medicated Plaster, forming the grandest curative
agent in the world of medicine, and utterly surpassing
all other Plasters heretofore in use. They accomplish
on.-

$2.50.

$1.75, *2.00, $2.25,

r

cocoa

Life

[Franklin.

Alexis Buckle & Tie,
At
&

COLLINS’
VOLTAIC PLASTER

SWEET NAVY CHEWING TOBACCO!

Devotion.

Life lapses by for you and ine :
Our sweet days pass us by and lice :
And evermore death draws us nigh:
I lie blue fades fast out of our
sky :
The ripple ceases from our sea.
What would we not give, you and 1.
Tie* early sweet of life to buy!
Ala>! sweetheart, that cannot we:

us

Men’s Fine Calf Sewed

At

JACKSON’S BEST

are

At *2.50, $2.75, $3.00, $3.50, & $4.00.

Discharges from the Ear, Ringing Noises
in tire Head, Dizziness, Nervous Headache,
Pains in the Temples, Loss of the Senses ol
Taste and Smell, Elongation of the Uvula,
Inflammation of the Tonsils, Putrid Sore
'1 hroat, Tickling or Hacking Cough, Bronchitis, and Bleeding of the Bungs.
Kuril package contains Dr. Sanford’s Improved Inhaling Tube, with lull and carefully prepared directions
lor ur-e. in all eases. Price, $1. For sale oy all wholesale
ami retail druggists and dealers throughout the United
m it
s and Canadas.
WKEKS & POTTER, General
Agents and Wholesale Druggists, lioston, Mass.

PLUG

Tiil

he eyes of other people

K.ip Boots

CABINET ORGANS.

Then the army, elsewhere bent.
Struck its tents as if disbanding.
Only not the Fmperor’s tent.
For lie ordered, ere lie went.
Very curtly. “L«*ave it standing!"

1

MEN’S

Eyesight, Inflamed and Mattery
liyes, Painful and Watery Eyes, Loss of
Hearing, Earache, Neuralgia of the Ear,

They do

S

$3.50, $4.00, $4.50, *5.00, $5.50 &. $6.00

health all the organs of the head that have become
uth'cled bv it, and exhibit any of the following aifc-e-

C.

LATEST.

“The American Art Association.”

Fine Custom Calf Sewed Foot

not only promptly arrests the corroding discharges In
Catarrh’, hut, by sympathetic action, it restores to sound

in

’

M E N

Wholesale

Send for Reduced Price List of

unharmed and unafraid
Sat the swallow still and brooded.
Til! the eonstant cannonade
Through the walls a breach had made
\nd the siege was thus concluded.

!
reasonable baste i.- the* direct road to
[ Molierc.

;

h

So

U hat if the roses faded be!
We in each other's
eyes will see
New springs, nor question how or
Life lapse's by.

At $2 50, S3 00, $3.50.

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE

year.

Pegged Boots

Fine Custom Calf

MELBOURNE H. FORD.
Yours.
Grand Rapids, Mich., Nov. 15,1876.

more

Piskerville, N.H.

G. W, Carietoii & Co.. Pnlilislicrs. IY.

as bowstring speeds a shaft.
Through the camp was spread the rumor.
And tin- soldiers, as they quaffed
Flemish beer at dinner, laughed
At the Emperor's pleasant humor.

in all

Largely Increasing
Departments!

Monthly

<

Wi! shall offer this week Men's

Mary J. Holmes

Swift

aru.

Sales

No matter what may he the extent of your suffering,
i try one of these Plasters. Relief/.v instantaneous, a fact
supported by hundreds oftcstimonials in our possession.
Bear in mind that the most important discoveries in
pharmacy date hack less than ten yeavs, and that comidnat ions of gums anil essences of plants and shrubs are
The now novel, MILDRED, bv .Mr*. Mary .!. Holmes,
herein united with electricity to form a curative Plasauthor ol those splendid hook*--Kiii/h /./</#- t
f
ter, in soothing, healing, ami strengthening properties
l.iiirn- Trihjirst din/ S’unshiiu-- / >m /.*//■<
ti
to all other Plasters heretofore in use
| as far superb
i* now ready, and for sale by all bookselleri-1 lie seienti;:e physician is to the horse-leech.
Price
It is one ofthe finest novel* ever written, a,id
•"> CVnIs.
I
everybody should read it.

the bird molest."
Said lie solemnly, “nor hurt her!"
then,
Adding
by way of jest.
< loloiidrinu is
my guest
T is the wife of some deserter !'

Thought

SAL.E!

Mich., Nov. 3,1370.

ntlemen: The package of Sanford's Curb arrived
h*-re to-night all right. I don’t know what I should have
done it it had not been for this remedy. I have tried
\ asal Douches and everything else, and although I have
been able to stop the offensive discharge, I have not
been aide to recover my senses of taste and smell until I
You can refer any one you
tried Sanford’s Cure
choose to me, and 1 will cheerfully inform them in
detail a- to the beneiit the remedy has been to me.

I lie VITHH AL 1.0.4 4 4111 I'ltl 4 1
4 4 4.4*. oiler Hiivr
MOlt n« Ak 154on W i-ll I ■Iii»v «>vt*«l I'amat.
worth from 4 io lO lim^N Anioimt of Loan,
interest payable at your IB nine Hank.
I-very
full partieuhn
larm I*«*r*«ii»;»liy i nop**rt*-*l
l ie' Co. a!*" deals
and references cheeifullv given
in K IANAN 711 4 il l P 4 L H04 04.

hand

Jewels of

BOOT £ SHOE

by

G

(O. liorili A. 14

Hearing bis imperial name
<
oupled with those words of malice.
Halt in anger, half in shame,
Forth the great campaigner came
Slowly from his canvas palace.

Entirely

MELBOURNE H. FORD,

SAFE—SURE.

ail old Hidalgo said,
he twirled his gray mustachio.
Mire this swallow overhead
I hinks the Fmperor’s tent a shed.
And tie Fmpcror but a Macho !"

Cured

Messrs."Weeks <fc Potter: Gentlemen—I feel compelled
1o acknowledge to you the great benefit Sam ohd’s
For ten years I have
\i>;o\vn CruB lias been to me.
been atilicted with this loathsome disease, and espe.
daily in the wintertime has it been most severe. The
< is
d'.argo has been thick and bloody, emitting a foul
< lor so bad that my presence in a room with others
v. a> very offensive to them.
One week after comment*,ng the use of Sanford’s Radical Cttre T whs not,
(roulilcd with it at all. My senses of taste and smell,
which were wholly gone, have now fully returned, and
Tours,
my general health is much improved.

lO PER CENT.

\s

no

VMM

II. ARTHURBROffII& CO..

was a

Thou

Let

lor the

if

to

Odor.

11

SfAMi.UI) HH01LKH.

swallow's nest.
Built of clay and hair of horses,
Mane, or tail, or dragoon's crest.
Found on hedge-rows east and west.
\fter skirmish of the forces.
it

gel

Ask your Dealer

and fro they went,
over upland and through hollow.
Civil,:- their impatience vent,
l’iTolled upon the Emperors tent.
In her nest, they spied a swallow.
'i

ib>t

>i

hong besieged, in mud and rain.
Some obi frontier town of Flaiwhws

as

ia rente•(.

('ooks Steak so quick I?
that all the ////<•. and//a/'#♦•
are retained.

Once tin- Lmperor Charles of Spain,
With his swarthy, grave commanders.
I forget j:i what campaign,

Thus

nr

Can be used os rr eit her
Coal or Wood tire.

a

The

and of Foul

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE,

lid Mud 1-1 \> llliam st.. New \ ork.

dives an exile
the earth of his ancestral homestead.

GREAT

."Defective

1

1-

charges Thick, Bloody,

The Dis-

Short-Hand Writer.

GUMMED READY FOR USE.
using this book simply moisten the gummed

In
and
that it

Of Ten Years’ Duration.

Grand Rapids,

SCRAP-BOOKS.

the fireside there is peace and comfort:
and children, with fair, thoughtful faces.

By

TWAIN'S

CatarrH CRITCHETT & FRANCIS’

Scribner’s

■

Sale.

\ I fA I.DO, >>.
laken on execution and will l><sold In i ni I-I i<- mu •; ion. 'mi tin- J’.»rh day o! L »»*
ecinber, A. D. l>rr. at out o'clock in 111*• :11't« rmmi
nl tin* office n' Wm. II. Loghr, in i’.rlt iM, in s;,i,|
County, all tin* right in « «ji»ity which William
Wor eMer, of Freedom, m tin- «'ounf\ aforesaid,
had on ;h<' rourtoont.lt dav of •‘ctoher, A D. 1 **•."•■.
wilt'll tin* «amo wa attach* d on tin- original writ to
rodooni the* following described roal estute, situate
in Freedom, in >aid (.'oimt>, to wit -situate on tin
oast siiio of tho road loading from Freedom to I'nity,
and being known as the Dodge tannery, and being
bounded as follows, i/.
r.eginning at the oast eoi
nor of T. M. Moulton’s staldo lot. thence running
northwardh. by tho road loading from Freedom to
Knox, six rods’, to land of l>r. A. I Hillings, thono
north .t’.i d< groos west, by said Hillings land, tour
1-.’ degree* west, eightoon
rods, thence north,
rods, to t he l nit y road aloresaid ; thonco south westwards, by said CnitN road, f\vont> om* rods; thence
south, .iu degrees east, eleven rods and JO links, t*.
|. M. Moulton's stable !*»t aforesaid; thence north
(in degrees east about two rods thence south .'10dew ith
two rods, to the place of beginning
and improvement* thereon. Tin* above
the
premises being subject to a mortgage, recorded in
Waldo Kegistry ot deeds I ook lf>f*, page
given
by the said William C. Worcester to Daniel N\
secure
of
t<*
the
Freedom,
aforesaid,
pay
Dodge,
incut ol certain promissory notes for the sum of
three thousand dollars, interest payable ann iulh,
on which there is now dm the Mini of two thousand
six hundred and tifty-live dollars ami twenty-seven
cents.
F. S. WALLS, Sheri!!'.
Bku'Ast, November '.4th, A. D. 1877.

grees'east
buildings

Sausage

Meat Cutters & Fillers.
VERY

CHEAP!

fRFO ATWOOD, Winterporl, Me.

